The Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) is dedicated to promoting and ensuring fair, accurate and inclusive representation of people and events in the media as a means of eliminating homophobia and discrimination based on gender identity and sexual orientation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Our world is dominated by the news media. Politicians flood the airwaves with sound bites, talking heads on cable news shows shape public opinion even when they distort the facts and bloggers shine a spotlight on stories that may have otherwise gone unnoticed. In this media-rich environment, advocacy has changed. Organizations and advocates working toward lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) equality need to be smart and strategic about working with the media in order to move public opinion. We hope that this guidebook will provide you with the tools to develop and strengthen your media work, no matter how much or how little experience you’ve had with the media in the past.

GLAAD AND OUR MISSION

At the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD), we are in the business of changing people’s hearts and minds through the media. We know that what people watch on TV or read online shapes how they view and treat the gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender people around them. And we have a responsibility to make sure those media representations foster awareness, understanding and respect.

Formed in 1985 to combat the defamatory coverage of the AIDS crisis in the New York Post and other media outlets, GLAAD has grown into a national organization. We work with news, entertainment and people of color media on national, state and local levels to inform and educate media professionals and to empower individuals and organizations to use media to move public opinion about the LGBT community.

Our mission: GLAAD is dedicated to promoting and ensuring fair, accurate and inclusive representation of people and events in the media as a means of eliminating homophobia and discrimination based on gender identity and sexual orientation.
THE PURPOSE OF MEDIA ESSENTIALS

Media Essentials is designed to provide individuals and organizations the tools necessary to meet their communications goals through effective media work.

Media Essentials will help you:

• Learn about media opportunities you or your organization can use to expand your base and get your message to your target audience
• Create a communications plan you can use to move public opinion about your issues
• Develop a media vocabulary so you can speak clearly and effectively with journalists
• Build relationships with media professionals
• Become a resource for media outlets

• Learn simple, consistent ways to develop talking points you can shape for different media outlets
• Learn how to write press releases, op-eds, letters to the editor and other kinds of communication with the media
• Get comfortable with print, television and radio interviews

II. THE MEDIA: AN OVERVIEW

Whether you pick up the morning newspaper every day, watch the evening news when you get home from work or scan blogs to get a scoop on a breaking story, the news probably figures into your daily life, as it does the lives of most Americans. Research by the Pew Research Center for the People and the Press indicates that 57% of Americans regularly follow local news and 55% regularly follow national news.

In this chapter, we’ll take a look at different media formats and give you some general guidelines for tailoring your media strategy to each type of outlet.
THE CURRENT MEDIA LANDSCAPE

Over the past 30 years, mass media have changed dramatically. Improvements in technology, mergers between big media companies, changes in consumer needs and an explosion of new media platforms have all played a part in this evolution.

Now you can flip back and forth between several 24-hour cable news channels, download numerous news radio programs onto your mp3 player or browse 50 blogs in 15 minutes with a news aggregator. However, just because there are more news outlets doesn’t mean there are more stories. The Project for Excellence in Journalism at Columbia University shows that the number of news stories has actually dropped in recent years, despite the amount of news that’s out there.

One reason for this is that a few large corporations own many major news outlets and recycle the same material for different formats. As a result, fewer reporters cover fewer stories, which are then reformatted over and over again for TV, print and the web. Many of the big media corporations have distinctive voices that are consistent across the outlets each corporation operates. For example, the ideology of the New York Post and Fox News Channel—both part of Rupert Murdoch’s NewsCorp—is very similar.

The change in the business end of media is just one of many factors that have altered the way news is reported. The rapid pace of 24-hour news often prevents reporters from including critical, in-depth analysis of a story before it is published or broadcast. On top of this, budgets have been slashed, staff sizes have been reduced and there is more pressure to grab the attention of an easily distracted audience.

News outlets have also become increasingly nervous about taking risks and often rely on coverage that steers clear of potential political controversy. When they do tackle politics, it’s often just to provide a platform for pundits to argue their views, which grabs the audience’s attention without requiring the news outlet to evaluate the truth and accuracy of those pundits’ claims. In a significant portion of today’s news reporting, the principles of objectivity and journalistic inquiry are often overshadowed and overlooked in favor of creating misguided notions of “balance”—often by pitting an LGBT civil rights advocate against a vehemently anti-gay talking head. Instead of provoking thoughtful discussion of issues, many news programs turn to talking heads whom they know will produce predictably anti-gay soundbites so that outlets won’t be accused of so-called “liberal media bias.”

As these changes have occurred, organizations that exist to promote anti-LGBT prejudice and discrimination have sought to exploit this dynamic. Groups like Family Research Council, Focus on the Family and Traditional Values Coalition deceptively position themselves as “experts” on LGBT issues and practice repetition of Orwellian catchphrases like “family values” and “defining marriage” to the point where this kind of misleading jargon is often parroted uncritically by reporters.

The anti-gay industry has a lot of money and support, especially from powerful right-wing think tanks and strategy groups. Even so, public opinion has shifted in favor of protecting LGBT Americans and their families.

The best way to combat the anti-gay industry in the current media environment is to share our stories. Once you understand the current media landscape, you can make the most of media opportunities that will help you mobilize support and change hearts and minds about LGBT issues.

GALLUP POLL (MAY 2006)

Trends of public opinion on marriage equality track the growth of fair, accurate and inclusive media representation of lesbian and gay families.

“Should marriages between homosexuals be recognized by law?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Should Be Recognized</th>
<th>Should Not Be Recognized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TERMS TO KNOW:

**BLOGOSPHERE:** The network of blogs on the Internet. Blogs often link to one another, creating a virtual community through which news and information is passed along and repeated.

**BLOGS:** “Web logs.” Blogs are websites made up of journal-style entries, links to news and other information and multimedia content. Blogs have emerged as a powerful force in the media in recent years and their accessibility and ease of use have empowered people all over the country to participate in media conversations on a variety of issues.

**BROADCAST NETWORK:** National free television broadcast network. The five broadcast networks are ABC, CBS, NBC, Fox and The CW. Networks also have local station affiliates that are usually independently owned and operated.

**NATIONAL SYNDICATE:** A company that owns local publications throughout the country that feature similar content. Many alternative press publications are owned by national syndicates that both control the editorial voice of each publication and also provide support in marketing, advertising and management.

**NEWS AGGREGATOR:** A webpage or program that assembles news and information customized by the user. A news aggregator collects the most recent headlines from news websites and the most recent postings for blogs and assembles them in one place for readers to quickly scan.

**NEWS CYCLE:** The reporting cycle for a media outlet, which helps inform pitching strategies. News cycles are determined by the frequency that the outlet is published. Daily newspapers work on strict news cycles with tight deadlines for submission and printing, a key to the timing of pitches. Conversely, blog entries can be posted anytime.

**OP-ED:** Short for “opposite editorial.” Op-eds are traditionally printed on the page facing the editorial page of a newspaper. Op-eds allow journalists, community members and public figures to make a persuasive statement about an issue. They can be a tremendous resource for advocates of LGBT equality.

**PODCAST:** An audio file that can be listened to on a computer or downloaded directly to a portable mp3 player. Podcasts can be produced by anyone with access to basic recording equipment and software and posted on a news site, radio station website or blog.

**PUBLIC RELATIONS WIRE SERVICE:** A service that distributes press releases and photographs to media outlets across the country.

**PUNDIT:** A critic, analyst or source of opinion about a particular issue, usually related to politics or social sciences. Television pundits are sometimes referred to as “talking heads.”

**REPORTING BEAT:** A subject area covered by a newspaper or other print outlet. Beats include politics, business, arts and culture, and sports, to name a few. When contacting a media outlet, make sure you’re familiar with its beats and the reporters covering those beats so you’re sure you’re speaking to the right person.

**RSS FEED:** ‘Really simple syndication’ feed. An RSS feed is a way of collecting headlines and blog posts into one place using a news aggregator. When you want to add a news outlet or blog to your aggregator, simply click on the ‘RSS feed’ button.

**SOCIAL NETWORKING SITE:** Websites like MySpace, Friendster, Connexion and Facebook that allow individuals and organizations to create online profiles and build virtual communities. Social networking sites have emerged as an opportunity for mobilizing young people.

**SOUND BITE:** Short, catchy quote between five and 15 seconds long that sums up an issue in a memorable way. Sound bites are the favored way that politicians, pundits and advocates communicate with media audiences.

**STATION AFFILIATES:** Local television stations that are connected to a national network. Station affiliates create their own news broadcasts that are aired throughout the day, and may carry national newscasts from the network.

**SYNDICATION SERVICE:** Syndication services distribute standardized print and broadcast material to media outlets nationwide.
It's important to remember that most media outlets are businesses. Many activists are skeptical of the media for this very reason, since they assume purely financial interests drive these outlets.

However, people create the news, and most have a strong sense of journalistic integrity and a commitment to serving their readers by keeping them informed and engaged.

You’ll have a better chance of reaching your goals if you keep the business interests of a media outlet in mind when contacting it. When crafting your message, think about what the audience wants and what “sells.” Present issues and pitch story ideas that are compelling and newsworthy.

If you can work your pitch to fit a certain news angle, connect a story idea with news splashed across the front pages or tailor a feature proposal to fit the style of a specific magazine, you can meet both the messaging needs of your organization and the business needs of the media outlet. More information on making pitches can be found in Chapter IV.

The most important thing to remember is that you’re also a media consumer and you, too, have a stake in how the media cover your issues.

Print media outlets function as an important resource for organizations and advocates across the country. Pew Research indicates that 40% of Americans pick up a newspaper on a given day. Since newspapers have a strict editorial process that broadcast and Internet outlets do not, newspapers and magazines tend to be more authoritative and reliable than other forms of media. They provide news and analysis that shapes how audiences feel, think and vote. Broadly speaking, there are four categories of print media:

**NATIONAL NEWS:** National newspapers have a broad national focus in their reporting.

- Cover national, international and local political and social issues
- Include unique sections on sports, health, business, arts and culture, etc.
- Feature prominent writers on their opinion pages
- Post higher circulation numbers than other print outlets

**WEB MAGAZINE:** An online magazine run like a traditional print outlet, with editorial staff, writers and paid advertisers. Online magazines like Slate or Salon are often connected to traditional media outlets but have unique content that is available exclusively online.

**WIRE SERVICES:** A wire service distributes breaking news, human interest stories and columns by well-known reporters to press outlets throughout the country. Wire services like the Associated Press and Reuters are centralized journalist collectives that produce content that is delivered to print, television, radio and online outlets.

**TARGET DEMOGRAPHIC:** The target audience for advertisers. For instance, magazines create content that appeals to the target demographic of the advertisers who support their publication.
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REGIONAL NEWS: Regional newspapers serve major metropolitan areas throughout the United States.
- Cover national and local political and social issues, with less emphasis on international news
- Feature city and state government, regional community issues and local human interest stories
- In-depth stories or sections on specialized subject areas like arts or business only appear once or twice a week

LOCAL NEWS: Local or city newspapers tend to focus primarily on events occurring with the immediate vicinity of a paper’s distribution.
- Cover news for a specific neighborhood in a larger city or a smaller suburban or rural community
- Focus on issues that affect the immediate geographical region—local elected officials, schools and community resources, planning and ordinances, community events and culture
- May be published daily, but more likely weekly or biweekly

COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS: Community papers are local publications that target specific populations, such as people of color, students, senior citizens or the LGBT community.
- Vary widely in terms of infrastructure, circulation and publication schedules
- Include a mix of news and listings of social, cultural and commercial opportunities
- Staff resources vary—some have full-time editorial and writing staff, while others are run by volunteers and depend on freelancers and community members for content

ALTERNATIVE PRESS: Local publications tied to metropolitan areas that have an arts, culture or community slant.
- Writing and reporting is mostly done in house by a staff of reporters and editors
- Sometimes rely on wire services for major national stories and any international coverage
- More likely to cover issues or stories that might be left out of other news outlets
- Usually distributed free of charge
- Some are owned by national syndicates, but many are produced independently on the local level
- Examples include The Village Voice and LA Weekly

MAGAZINES: Magazines include both general interest national news magazines and more specialized publications targeting specific audiences.
- Writing and reporting is usually done by a small staff of full-time and freelance reporters
- More likely to draw from press releases and submitted articles than larger news outlets
- National or international news mostly drawn from wire services
- More likely to cover issues or stories that might be left out of other news outlets
- Usually distributed free of charge
- Some are owned by national syndicates, but many are produced independently on the local level
- Examples include Time, Ladies’ Home Journal, Jet, Rolling Stone, Reader’s Digest, The Advocate and The Economist, as well as newspaper inserts such as Parade or The New York Times Magazine
WIRE SERVICES

Wire services, or news agencies, supply most of the news that appears in media outlets. Wire services differ from syndication services, which distribute op-ed articles, feature stories and entertainment content, in that wire services primarily deliver “hard” news.

Two major wire services are the Associated Press and Reuters. The Associated Press is a journalist collective that shares hard news stories and photographs with over 1,700 U.S. newspapers and 5,000 radio and TV outlets. Reuters is a paid service that supplies outlets with news and financial market data from around the world. Additionally, public relations wire services distribute press releases from PR firms, corporations, non-profits and numerous other sources, while Getty Images and WireImage distribute photographs.

Because they are a primary source of content for many newspapers, wire services are powerful in shaping the way LGBT issues are covered. Wire services place stories in many outlets, and their strict standards for reporting and terminology result in generally fair, accurate and inclusive coverage of LGBT issues.

Particularly in areas of the country where coverage of LGBT issues is inconsistent, you have a better chance of getting fair coverage by pitching your story to the Associated Press than you do by pitching to a local paper.

BROADCAST MEDIA

Television remains the most popular outlet for news. Television news—as broadcast on the 24-hour cable stations, national networks and station affiliates across the country—allows you to reach the widest audience possible. Generally speaking, television news breaks down into three categories:

NATIONAL CABLE NEWS NETWORKS: Cable news networks include: CNN, MSNBC, Fox News, CNBC and CNN Headline News.
  • Feature both traditional news reporting and talk shows starring on-air personalities with unique journalistic approaches
  • Include international, national and regional stories on politics, business, health and culture, as well as human interest stories
  • Breaking news is often given in-depth coverage as it happens, with stories updated regularly throughout the day

NATIONAL NETWORK NEWS BROADCASTS: The morning, evening and overnight national news broadcasts on ABC, NBC and CBS.
  • Provide coverage of major national and international stories on politics, business, health and culture, as well as human interest stories
  • Anchored by prominent TV news journalists
  • Supplemented by news magazine programs like Dateline or 20/20, which provide in-depth coverage of an issue related to recent headline news

LOCAL NEWS BROADCASTS: Local morning, afternoon and evening newscasts on local ABC, CBS, NBC, Fox, The CW and independently-owned stations.
  • Include a mix of local, national, international and regional news
  • Stronger emphasis on human interest and story-driven pieces
  • Feature segments on weather, traffic, regional events, movie reviews and consumer alerts
  • Occur throughout the day, notably in the morning and before and after prime time programming

According to Pew, 28% of Americans regularly watch the nightly network news broadcasts.

Most are independently owned and operated, but some are owned by the national networks.

Most content is produced in-house, though some segments are syndicated through the national networks.
PUBLIC ACCESS

Public Access provides a venue for community groups to be seen and heard. Public access has featured some of the very first television shows with an LGBT focus, notably *Gay USA*, a news hour with journalist Ann Northrop at Manhattan Neighborhood Network, and *Coming Out*, hosted by Harvey Milk in San Francisco.

Public, Educational and Governmental (PEG) access television protects the right of free speech and values the diversity of local constituents. In exchange for the use of public airwaves, communities are given the ability to make their own media. PEG access channels are provided by cable operators, along with airtime, training, services, facilities and equipment from a local cable channel. Members of the public can produce their own shows and televise them to a mass audience. Services available at public access organizations are low cost or free of charge, with an inclusive, content neutral perspective, so that any member of a community may take advantage of public access.

Any resident of your community over 18 years old may apply. Channel time is available on a first-come, first-serve basis, so apply at least two weeks in advance of your requested date. You will need to submit an application form and a waiver acknowledging that your material is subject to review, as well as a program proposal stating what you would like to do. If the program contains potentially objectionable content (such as profanity, nudity, sexual activity or extreme violence), notice should be given to the management, as it may affect your time slot.

Get in touch with your local Public Access channel to learn specifics on scheduling and how programs are timed. For example, a 30-minute program may only be 29 minutes, and a 60-minute program may actually be 59 minutes in length. You might also be interested in producing a longer series of programs, such as a 13-week segment, so ask about contracts available in the near future.

THE INTERNET

According to Pew, nearly one in three people regularly get their news online, whether it’s from the website for a newspaper or cable news network, or a new media outlet like a blog or a web magazine. Thanks to the speed of online communications, media can spread news faster than ever. In addition, online communities have formed that rapidly circulate news that might have otherwise gone unnoticed. Both conservative and progressive groups have used the power of the Internet to communicate their messages, energize their base and create web campaigns for political and social causes.

Some of the most popular formats include:

**WEBSITES FOR EXISTING NEWS OUTLETs:** The online counterparts for print and television news outlets.
- Reformatted the content featured in the print or broadcast version of a news outlet
- Usually free of charge, with some sites requiring subscription fees for access to archives or online-only content

**ONLINE PORTAL NEWS SITES:** Online-only web portals that gather news and information from other sources.
- Pull together news and content drawn from other news outlets
- Include original content specific to the online-only portal

**WEBSITES FOR LGBT/PROGRESSIVE ORGANIZATIONS:** Websites for LGBT and progressive organizations, both on the national and statewide levels.
- National organizations, such as GLAAD, the Human Rights Campaign and the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, and statewide organizations, including Equal Rights Washington, MassEquality and the South Carolina Equality Coalition, all have information and resources on their websites
- Often include tool kits, resources and comments pages where individuals and organizations can learn about specific aspects of the movement and connect with one another
- Non-LGBT media-focused organizations such as the SPIN Project, Media Matters for America and The Pew Research Center for the People and the Press also have resources and information about media and LGBT and other progressive issues
BLOGS: Weblogs, or blogs, are journal-style websites maintained by individuals or organizations on a particular subject.
- Maintained by individuals or groups and arranged around a particular theme, whether the experiences of the blogger(s) or about a particular set of issues
- Include journal-style entries, multimedia files and reader comments
- Have become a key site of mobilization around politics and media

4% of the total U.S. population get their news from blogs.
A major destination for young people between the ages of 18-24

ONLINE-ONLY MEDIA OUTLETS: Online magazines and newspapers and blog-style webzines run like traditional media outlets.
- All content is available online only, though some are affiliated with traditional media outlets
- Readership is steadily growing, though currently only 3% of the public read online-only news sites

Includes Slate and Salon

SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES: Websites through which individuals can post information about themselves and their organizations and create virtual connections to other individuals and groups.
- Enable individuals or groups to create and maintain online profiles simply and efficiently
- Create opportunities for a web presence in the absence of a fully-developed organizational website
- Allow for the creation of a simple, user-friendly public face for an event or campaign

Includes Connexion, Facebook, Friendster and MySpace

BLOGGING

Weblogs, or blogs for short, have become an important part of the new media landscape. The most recent Pew survey indicated that 39% of adult American Internet users regularly read blogs, even though only a small portion use blogs to read and discuss the news.

Any individual or group can create and maintain a blog. A blog is like an online journal, with entries about a particular theme, concept or subject area of interest posted on a regular basis. Some blogs work like traditional media outlets, with a publisher, paid staff and sponsoring advertisers. Some people create blogs to establish an online identity that can then be used to seek out publishing opportunities or television appearances. For many, though, blogs are a purely personal enterprise, whether a public online journal or a forum to encourage discussion about a particular issue or subject.

Blogs include text, images and links to other media. Bloggers often get stories to their audiences more quickly than traditional news outlets because they aren’t required to go through style edits or fact checking to publish entries, though many blogs still do. Blogs are often more personal and subjective that other kinds of media outlets, since they don’t have to follow expectations for journalistic objectivity.

The most successful blogs have highly personal voices. Even blogs maintained by a group of contributors, like the Huffington Post or Wonkette, feature the very distinct perspectives of the individual writers. As a result, personality cults have sprung up around certain bloggers, leading to book deals, television appearances and other opportunities that have expanded their audience dramatically.

Blogs often pick up stories neglected by the mainstream press and build up momentum around them. Since blogs are participatory and many bloggers pass content along to each other, certain news stories have gained more attention than they otherwise would have because of the blogosphere.

Blogs have also changed the way people think about content creators. Because blogging is so accessible, anybody with a computer and Internet connection can start one. Some of the most widely read bloggers are people who might not have garnered the same audience had they written for traditional media outlets.

Statistics from Pew show that the blogging population is racially diverse and evenly split between men and women. Blogs are maintained by people from all walks of life, from religious leaders to celebrities, politicians to stay-at-home parents. As a result of their unique position in the media landscape, blogs continue to evolve in their role as outlets breaking and shaping news stories.
Radio has become a flashpoint for discussions of LGBT issues. Though progressives have increased their presence on the airwaves, right-wing conservatives still boast huge audiences on talk radio and FM morning drive-time shows continue to broadcast anti-gay jokes by shock jocks who present themselves as equal opportunity offenders.

**NEWS RADIO:** Radio programs that feature news headlines, weather, traffic and coverage of related issues.
- Many are connected to other news outlets, such as national news networks or local broadcasting affiliates
- National and local news radio stations and programs have smaller audiences than they did in the 1990s, but Pew indicates that 36% of Americans listen to radio news on any given day

**CONSERVATIVE TALK RADIO:** Conservatives have strengthened their voice in the media through the use of call-in talk shows.
- Conservative hosts have a much stronger presence on radio markets than progressive hosts
- Most listeners identify themselves as politically independent, while most talk show hosts identify themselves as politically conservative
- May provide challenges to LGBT and progressive guests, since hosts are often aggressive or hostile toward those who support LGBT equality

**PROGRESSIVE TALK RADIO:** Largely in response to conservative talk radio, progressives have started to make inroads on the airwaves.
- Air America Radio, a progressive talk radio network, offers a slate of progressive opinion and call-in shows
- National Public Radio’s (NPR) expanding popularity has strengthened the presence of progressive viewpoints on radio call-in programs

**ENTERTAINMENT RADIO:** Most FM stations host morning and evening drive-time programs.
- Usually include sketches, humor pieces, entertainment coverage, news bites and discussions with callers
- Prepared material, such as parody songs or routines, originates from morning show prep services, which syndicate comedy sketches and other humor content to radio stations all over the country
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- Pew research indicates that 20% of radio listeners regularly listen to call-in programs
- Rush Limbaugh, Sean Hannity, Michael Savage and Glenn Beck are the most popular conservative talk radio hosts
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HOW TO CONTACT MEDIA OUTLETS

Whenever you reach out to a media outlet, it’s important to keep certain general principles in mind when you’re pitching a story, working to get coverage of an event or campaign or responding to defamatory coverage. Here are some tips to help you tailor your plans to different kinds of media platforms.

NEWS AGGREGATORS AND RSS FEEDS

You can scan 50 blogs in 15 minutes with your own personalized website, called an aggregator, which saves you time by gathering news from numerous sources and delivering it directly to you. An aggregator assembles all of the new headlines from your favorite news websites and blogs and organizes them in an easy to read format. You can either use a website like Google or Yahoo to create your own personal website, or gather news with programs like NetNewsWire, which organize content in an easy-to-read format.

To get started, just follow the instructions on the Google or Yahoo pages, which walk you through the process of creating an aggregator. In most cases, it’s just a matter of clicking on the orange “RSS Feed” (“Really Simple Syndication”) button on the websites that you like. If that doesn’t work, you can usually search by web address and click “add” to subscribe.

Subscribe to multiple feeds (CNN, The New York Times, blogs, podcasts, etc.), and the aggregator will display all the newest headlines on a single screen, like a personal newspaper. Not all websites currently provide RSS feeds, but aggregators are growing rapidly in popularity and most major news sources now provide RSS.

Aggregator features are built into search engines (such as Yahoo and Google), web browsers, email programs (like Mozilla’s Thunderbird) and Apple iTunes (podcast aggregator). The aggregator you choose to use may depend on how many computers you use, how many feeds you read and how you’d like to read the feeds. Often people find it convenient to read RSS feeds in a program they are already using, like Yahoo or Microsoft Outlook. Other aggregators show new items as a news ticker on their desktop. Most are free to use and are available for download or use online.

DO YOUR RESEARCH

Before you contact any media outlet, make sure you know in advance with whom you need to speak. Before you make the first call, you must be familiar with their coverage, writers and, most importantly, their audience. If you’re not paying attention to the media and the audience the media reach, you’re missing key points of connection with potential supporters.

Thanks to the simplicity of the search engines that can be used for print, television and sometimes radio outlets, preliminary research is easy to conduct.

PRINT: Most print outlets have their own searchable websites, and search engines like Google and Yahoo allow users to check out past coverage of specific issues in selected outlets. You can get a sense of which editors and reporters have covered your issues in the past and use that information when making contact with individual outlets.

TELEVISION: It is more difficult to research past television coverage than it is to research archived print coverage, but if you watch a few new episodes of a program before contacting journalists you can get a feel for the style of the show and the personalities of the on-air talent. Make sure you have visual hooks to entice the producers if you’re seeking TV coverage.

ONLINE: Since online media platforms are usually archived, it’s easy to get an overview of a particular website or blog before reaching out to them. When contacting blogs, remember that even though the medium is relatively new and the personalities of the bloggers may seem familiar to you, you still want to approach them with the same professionalism and respect you would with any media outlet.

RADIO: Some radio programs make their programming accessible as digital audio files or podcasts on their websites. For those programs that don’t have an online archive, most of your understanding of a particular program will come from listening to the shows that you’re interested in contacting. Even without a strong sense of how a program has covered your issues in the past, you can get a feel for the host, the journalistic style of the program and the general format. Exercise caution when pitching right-wing talk radio hosts, as many can be hostile and can do more harm than good for your organization, no matter how prepared you are for an interview.
IDENTIFY YOUR CONTACTS

Before reaching out to any media outlet, make sure you know in advance whom you’re contacting. Ideally, you should have a specific name, but a title or department name will do. Once you’ve identified your contact, make sure to tailor your communication to their stated needs—for example, one reporter might want to receive every press release your organization sends, while another might prefer two-line pitch emails.

**PRINT:** Assignment editors and local/section editors can refer you to the right contacts at most print outlets, though staff reporters who have covered your issues in the past may be receptive to hearing your pitch. At larger newspapers, reporting beats will be more specialized and there will likely be less communication between reporters in different departments. At smaller papers, there will likely be limited staff resources, which can either help or hinder your media work. In some cases, overworked editors will be slow to return your call, while in others they may let you write and place a piece in its entirety.

**TELEVISION:** Producers, segment producers, news producers and assignment editors should be your first contacts. While they have busy schedules, news producers are always eager for new stories, so even if they’re not able to listen to a story idea when you first make contact, stay persistent (without being an annoyance) and you will likely hear from them when a breaking story related to your issues emerges. Remember, at larger media outlets, you may be sent to several departments before you reach the right person.

**ONLINE:** Web editors, individual freelance writers, columnists and bloggers are the first contacts to get in touch with. Many web outlets are more flexible than their print or broadcast counterparts, so you can suggest stories for immediate publication or outside of normal news cycles. Keep in mind that many writers for web publications also write for print publications, which might open new opportunities to build relationships with reporters.

**RADIO:** Producers, segment producers and operations managers handle pitches and booking requests for talk radio programs.

KNOW NEWS CYCLES

Remember to always keep news cycles in mind when contacting any media outlet. Print and television outlets tend to have the most predictable news cycles, while online and radio outlets can be more erratic. Respect reporters’ deadlines. Doing so will better enable you to get the kind of coverage that you want.

**PRINT:** If you’re contacting a daily paper, make sure to reach out to them in the morning and no later than 1:00 p.m. At that point, reporters will be on deadline for the next day’s edition. Breaking news stories may also prevent reporters from speaking to you. Don’t be surprised if you get edged out if a hot story grabs the attention of the reporters you’re working with (unless you can figure out a way to tailor your story to fit the coverage of that event). Weekly newspapers and magazines tend to have more predictable news cycles. Research publication dates and make contact as a new news cycle begins. With magazines, stories are mapped out weeks or months in advance, so if you’re pitching a story around a calendar date or upcoming event, you’ll want contact editors six to eight months in advance.

**TELEVISION:** Television production cycles, especially for 24-hour news stations, tend to be fairly consistent. Contact programs as far in advance from their production period as possible in order to have your pitch heard.

**ONLINE:** Web-based publications tend to have fluid production cycles and will want to hear story ideas as soon as they break.

**RADIO:** Talk show program schedules are usually organized in advance but with a relatively short lead time, so build relationships with producers to ensure your organization is the first contacted when your issues are covered.
RESPECT MEDIA PROFESSIONALS

It’s important to build good relationships with media professionals to establish credibility for you or your organization and help get your story placed. Make sure to do your homework by reading articles and following up with emails and phone calls. Offer yourself as a resource, ready to give information or supply quotes relevant to your organization or to refer them to other people who can assist when you can’t. If you’re making a pitch, always make sure to ask reporters if they have time to speak with you. Stay patient and persistent when communicating with media outlets, but don’t be pushy. Suggest setting up a coffee or lunch meeting so you can get to know the reporter face-to-face and give them the full scope of the resources and information you can provide. Treating relationships with reporters respectfully will pay off when they begin to call on you for background information or spokespeople.

KNOW THEIR AUDIENCE AND YOUR AUDIENCE

Know the audience that you’re trying to reach, and know the media outlet’s audience as well. Do these audiences overlap? If not, are they worth contacting? What are you trying to communicate about your issues, your organization or an event that you’re planning? Whose perceptions are you looking to impact or change? How do your statements impact your base, your opposition, other members of your movement and those who have never given much thought to your issues before? By targeting your media goals to specific audiences, you’ll have a better chance of getting your messages across in the most effective way possible. Always remember that there is no such thing as a “general audience”—every audience is different, no matter how big or how small.

PRINT:

Print outlets can give a story depth and complexity in a way that few other media outlets can, particularly in long feature stories, so think about ways you can show as many dimensions of an issue or community as possible. For shorter news stories, make sure you focus your attention on the who, what, when, where and why without too much extraneous information.

TELEVISION:

If you’re seeking television coverage of a press conference, event or rally, make sure you have a visual hook to get the attention of producers—something that will look interesting and engaging when it shows up on the evening news.

ONLINE:

The real-time pace of the Internet, paired with the fact that most websites don’t have to go through rounds of editing and fact checking before being posted, allows you to jump on an issue as soon as a story breaks.

RADIO:

When pitching to radio, think about who else might be included in a piece so the program has a variety of voices to interest listeners. Some radio programs will include snippets from meetings, rallies or debates to give a particular segment color, so think about possible events for the station to record that might add some breadth to a segment.

Before you contact a news outlet with a pitch, a story idea or to offer yourself as a resource, think about the ways you can tailor your idea to that specific outlet. Ask yourself what makes the outlet unique and what information or resources you have that will be most useful given the needs of that outlet.

A WORD ABOUT THE LGBT PRESS

LGBT publications originally emerged both nationally and locally from organizations and individuals looking to create community forums. Over time, major publications gained a wider audience as they expanded from community-based operations to advertiser-supported publications with full-time paid staff.

Nationally distributed LGBT magazines such as The Advocate, Out and Curve cover news, entertainment and culture for an LGBT audience. Local LGBT publications, such as Gay City News, The Washington Blade and Frontiers, include both national and local news and provide information about area meetings, events, readings, performances and nightlife.

Remember when contacting the LGBT press that while they focus on the LGBT community, they operate like any other news publication and should be treated as such. Don’t immediately assume that you have an “in” if you’re an LGBT group talking to an LGBT publication. In many cases, the LGBT press will be more likely to scrutinize your messages and challenge your work, since they feel their readership has more invested in your organization than many mainstream publications will.

While LGBT reporters can be tremendous advocates and allies, don’t assume that they are always “on your side.” Approach those relationships with the same professionalism and caution that you would any reporter.
III. COMMUNICATIONS PLANNING AND STRATEGY

As with any kind of advocacy, media work requires time, commitment and strategic thinking. To best get your messages out there, you’ll need to map out a communications plan. This section will help you to develop a communications plan to help you meet your organization’s advocacy goals.

UNDERSTANDING THE PURPOSE OF A COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

Communications work is not just a way to publicize an event or advertise your work in the media—it can also help you reach your programmatic goals. Media work is a way to engage the public and can work hand in hand with other organizing strategies, such as lobbying or door knocking. A good communications plan can help you participate in media conversations on your issues and deliver messages that can be repeated in classrooms, churches and dinner table conversations.

As you draft a communications plan, remember that your goal is not just to get reporters to show up to press conferences or to write stories about the work you’re doing. Your plan should focus on the ways your organization can work with the media to educate and inform the public. As you develop your plan, keep these goals in mind as a way of thinking broadly about how individual strategies fit into a larger objective.

EVALUATE YOUR PAST COMMUNICATIONS WORK

As you begin planning, take a look at your communications wins in the past and your current reputation with the media. Think about the goals of your organization and how you might be able to use media to more effectively reach those goals.

Begin by taking a look at your previous media accomplishments. Ask yourself the following questions:

- Has your outreach to the media helped you achieve your goals?
- Have you expanded your base or the audience for your issues?
- Have your messages helped to change the conversation about a particular issue?
- What are your biggest media-related accomplishments and setbacks? How can you use them to take stock of the resources you have and the ways to most effectively use them?
- How do the media cover you now?
- What is your reputation with the media outlets you’ve worked with in the past?
- Why do media outlets call you? If they call you only in certain circumstances, do you want to expand your communications to cover more issues?
- To whom do they speak when they request a spokesperson? Do media outlets always seek quotes from your executive director or a local “star spokesperson?” Do you want to expand your communication with the media to more departments, your entire organization or a larger base of community spokespeople?
- How can you change your organization’s current interactions with the media to strengthen your credibility, increase your visibility and expand your communications efforts?

ASSESS YOUR CAPACITY

Now that you’ve looked at your past media work, the next step is to look at your budget and personnel resources and how they can be used to meet your communications goals.

Do you have any staff that you can commit to communications work full-time? If not, do you have any staff who might be able to take on communications work on a part-time basis?

Communications work is not always intuitive and requires both experience with and understanding of the media. If your staff does not have experience with communications work, have them attend media trainings and take professional development courses. Organizations like GLAAD and the SPIN Project provide these types of classes and workshops.

Ask yourself if you have the resources, financial and otherwise, to build an effective communications plan. Media outreach only works well if your communications staff is available.
and can be reached by the media whether you’re in the office or traveling. Make sure you can commit money to information technology resources, graphic design, mailings, publications, press kits, website development and other components that will help you to get your messages out there. You won’t be able to start with everything right away, but as you build up your communications work you’ll want to be sure you have the resources to keep it growing.

If you don’t have the resources to devote to a communications plan, look for fundraising or grant opportunities to expand your budget for communications work. Remember that you should expect to devote at least 30% of your budget in order for your media work to really make an impact. As you develop your communications plan, remember that good media work helps you to serve your development goals. If you can show the ways that your messages have helped to move public opinion to foundations or potential donors, you’ll have a great new way to sell your work.

DEVELOPING A COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

After you review your available resources, you can start to make a concrete communications plan. Remember, communications work takes time to develop – you do not need to do everything at once to get things moving.

ANALYZE CURRENT COVERAGE: Do some research to see how your issues are being covered. Take a look at the frequency, accuracy and quality of reporting on your issues. You’ll notice certain trends and patterns that will help you shape your goals and develop your messages.

SET YOUR GOALS: Think about what you want to gain through your communications work. Are you seeking heightened visibility for your organization? Increased awareness about the needs of your base? Pressure on a politician, lobbying group or another organization? Frame your goals as part of a positive vision for the future.

TARGET YOUR AUDIENCE: Think about whom you need to reach to meet your goals. For a short-term goal, you may want to just focus on mobilizing your community around a particular piece of legislation. You may also want to think about longer, more abstract goals, which may assume that a certain amount of social change has to happen before the goals can be reached. If you think about whom you want to reach and how this fits into your goals, you can better determine the concrete steps you need to take to reach the right audience.

FRAME THE ISSUE: Focus on core principles that will both resonate with journalists and connect to the audiences you want to reach. Present your issues in a way that appeals to your base, expands your audience and has enough compelling hooks to interest journalists. More information on message development and framing appears in Chapter IV.

DISCIPLINE THE MESSAGE: Make your messages to the general public succinct and focused. Be clear about your goals and distill your mission into concise language that speaks to shared values. Include specific courses of action that can encourage people to make a difference in your larger cause.

MEDIA TACTICS: Think about the best way to reach your audience. Build your media list, target journalists to build relationships with and pitch stories to, plan events that will interest the press, offer yourself as a resource for stories and schedule interviews with media outlets.

ANALYZE YOUR PROGRESS: At every step of the way, you’ll want to track the growth of your influence. This will take time, and progress can be frustratingly slow, even with a full-time commitment to communications work. Over time, you will build relationships with reporters and gain the trust of news outlets as a valued source of information. Track your media hits to measure your progress, think of new strategies and rework your message as necessary.

THE ROLE OF A COMMUNICATIONS STAFF

A communications staff should have an understanding of current and recent coverage and be prepared to both respond to and initiate media coverage of your organization and your issues.

MONITOR: A communications staff monitors media coverage of issues relevant to the organization. Simply conducting Internet news searches will help you get a sense of how stories are being written. If you have more resources, paid databases like LexisNexis can provide a more comprehensive way to monitor coverage.

TRACK: A communications staff should carefully track media coverage of your organization. As you build a database of stories, you can see trends in reporting and how coverage evolves even over a short period of time. Once you have a base of knowledge about who covers your issues and how your issues are covered, you’ll be better equipped to make informed
Monitoring news coverage plays a key role in media work. Familiarity with reporting on your issue will help you develop more effective messages and will strengthen your advocacy efforts with individual media outlets.

Monitoring is not simply reading the news—it’s reading between the lines to understand how a certain issue is being covered. When monitoring the media, it’s important to carefully examine the order in which the information is presented, what facts or pieces of evidence are included or omitted and which spokespeople are or are not quoted.

At first glance, these details may not be immediately obvious, but the problem becomes apparent with a closer look. In many cases, the journalistic impulse to create so-called “balance” leads to situations in which arguments that have no relation to the story end up being included in news coverage. Over time, you’ll begin to see this and other trends in style and content that will help you to advocate for better coverage and tailor your messages more effectively.

Look for resources at the end of the book for monitoring the media.

**INITIATE:** Your communications staff should initiate contact with the media to pitch stories about your organization and issues. You’ll need to be proactive about letting media outlets know when important events or stories related to your work happen. You need to be seen as a source of news, whether you’re holding a press conference or event, or pitching a story or giving a quote to a reporter. Your communications team should be ready to write media releases, provide quotes and make pitches to reporters and editors across different media formats.

**RESPOND:** A communications staff is there to respond to the media, and your team should be ready to let reporters know when they’ve produced fair coverage or reports that misrepresent your community or organization. It’s best to take the initiative to offer yourself as a resource and give reporters or editors information on how they can improve in the future. In instances where the coverage is routinely defamatory, this may not be possible, but your communications staff will do their best work if they focus on cultivating relationships rather than just reacting. It’s important to commend reporters who produce responsible coverage, and to let reporters who have made a good faith effort but missed the mark know how they can improve in the future.

decisions about the best way to respond to individual stories. As your organization and spokespeople begin to earn media hits, tracking successfully pitched stories or placed spokespeople will help you evaluate your progress.
BUILDING A MEDIA LIST

A media list is a detailed list of contacts at press outlets that have covered your issues or that you want to pitch in the future. A communications plan is not feasible if you don’t have a good media list – if you have trouble getting started, contact GLAAD for assistance gathering press contacts in your region.

When building a media list, you first have to determine whom you want to reach and where they get their information – you won’t be able to develop relationships at every press outlet right away, so be strategic about whom you approach initially. Once you’ve determined the proper outlets to contact, find out which reporters cover your issues. Often you can find this information from Bacon’s or other media databases, on the outlet’s website or by calling the organization.

Develop a spreadsheet with all of the relevant information you’ll need for press contacts: name, phone number, fax number and email address are most important. From there you can add address, circulation, beat and other relevant details that will help you decide where, when and how to send materials.

It’s worthwhile to include a column on your spreadsheet that tracks your contact with that particular outlet – that way you can track how often you’re in touch with a given outlet and have your most recent communication readily accessible when you contact them again.

When figuring out whom to contact when a specific story arises, you want to have as much breadth as possible while at the same time tailoring your pitch and supplemental materials appropriately for each individual outlet. For instance, you won’t want to send the same materials to a daily newspaper that you would to a local TV station.

Make sure to narrow your list of contacts so you’re not contacting people in the same department at the same press outlet – while it may be useful in some instances to reach out to multiple reporters or departments at the same press outlet, it can also be considered annoying.

The most important thing to do is build professional relationships with reporters. This is an ongoing process, since there will be regular staff changes at any media outlet. Once you have an established rapport with a particular organization, you’ll easily be able to handle these transitions. Making good-faith efforts to cultivate relationships by holding lunch or coffee meetings can help get your foot in the door and determine the most effective way to get information to a reporter—some prefer a short pitch sent via email, while others may prefer a full press release every time. As you get familiar with different outlets, you’ll be able to determine the most effective ways to pitch to individual reporters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTACT</th>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>OUTLET</th>
<th>PHONE/FAX/E-MAIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>James Smith</td>
<td>Editor</td>
<td>Associated Press</td>
<td>Office: (212) 555-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:jamessmith@associatedpress.com">jamessmith@associatedpress.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NOTES:</strong> Wrote an email about a piece on transgender issues, got a great response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Johnson</td>
<td>Reporter</td>
<td>NY Times</td>
<td>Office: (212) 555-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fax: (646) 555-1212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:mary.johnson@thenewyorktimes.com">mary.johnson@thenewyorktimes.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NOTES:</strong> Excellent coverage of LGBT issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Williams</td>
<td>Reporter</td>
<td>The Village Voice</td>
<td>Office: (212) 555-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:williams@thevoice.com">williams@thevoice.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NOTES:</strong> Wrote feature article for October 21 issue, very receptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Jones</td>
<td>Producer</td>
<td>NY1</td>
<td>Office: (212) 555-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:patricia.jones@newyorkone.com">patricia.jones@newyorkone.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NOTES:</strong> We provided resources for a story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Brown</td>
<td>Reporter</td>
<td>New York Daily News</td>
<td>Office: (212) 555-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:brown@dailynews.com">brown@dailynews.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NOTES:</strong> Very helpful and fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Davis</td>
<td>Politics Editor</td>
<td>Albany Times Union</td>
<td>Office: (212) 555-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fax: (646) 555-1212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:davislinda@albanytimesunion.com">davislinda@albanytimesunion.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NOTES:</strong> Pitched story to her, open to future pitches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Miller</td>
<td>Executive Producer</td>
<td>WABC</td>
<td>Office: (212) 555-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fax: (646) 555-1212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:williammiller@abcnewsstaff.com">williammiller@abcnewsstaff.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NOTES:</strong> Contacted us regarding our press release around June 2006 FMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Wilson</td>
<td>Columnist</td>
<td>New York Post</td>
<td>Office: (212) 555-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fax: (646) 555-1212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:bwilson@newyorkpost.com">bwilson@newyorkpost.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NOTES:</strong> Wrote series on LGBT issues and religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Moore</td>
<td>Associate Editor</td>
<td>Wall Street Journal</td>
<td>Office: (212) 555-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fax: (646) 555-1212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:dmoore@wallstreetjournal.com">dmoore@wallstreetjournal.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NOTES:</strong> Contact him via e-mail.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liz Anderson</td>
<td>Editorial Assistant</td>
<td>TIME</td>
<td>Office: (212) 555-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fax: (646) 555-1212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:eanderson@timemagazine.com">eanderson@timemagazine.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NOTES:</strong> Met during August ‘06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Taylor</td>
<td>Freelance Reporter</td>
<td>New York based</td>
<td>Office: (212) 555-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fax: (646) 555-1212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:richard@taylor.com">richard@taylor.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NOTES:</strong> Has covered LGBT issues in the past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Thomas</td>
<td>Reporter</td>
<td>New York Blade</td>
<td>Office: (212) 555-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:jthomas@thenewyorkblade.com">jthomas@thenewyorkblade.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NOTES:</strong> Covered hate crime in October ‘06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Jackson</td>
<td>Online Editor</td>
<td>New York Magazine</td>
<td>Office: (212) 555-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:jackson@newyorkmagazine.com">jackson@newyorkmagazine.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NOTES:</strong> Covered Pride, interviewed media-trained spokespeople</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. COMMUNICATING WITH THE MEDIA

Now that you’re familiar with the media landscape and know the basics of building a communications plan, it’s time to get your message out there. This chapter maps out how to cultivate relationships with media professionals, make your story more newsworthy and pitch your ideas to reporters.

ESTABLISHING CREDIBILITY WITH REPORTERS

Personal contact between journalists and LGBT organizations plays a crucial role in effective media relations. Many mainstream press outlets do not have full-time staff members that specialize in LGBT issues, so LGBT organizations play an important role in supplying news, background information and quotes. Organizations and journalists both benefit from this kind of arrangement, but you have to establish your credibility first.

IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH CREDIBILITY:

- Offer yourself as a resource
- Provide useful pitches
- Supply accurate and thorough background information
- Refer journalists to other organizations and spokespeople when you’re not the right contact – it shows you’re not talking to them just because you want to get on TV

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REPORTERS AND LGBT CIVIL RIGHTS ADVOCATES AND ORGANIZATIONS

Once reporters feel comfortable with the reliability and credibility of a source or organization, they’ll seek you out for quotes and information, trust what you say and cover the work you do. While these relationships can be mutually beneficial, the two sides often have different – and sometimes conflicting – interests. Journalists often look for controversial or sensational stories, and LGBT organizations in particular look to dispel controversy and sensationalism. LGBT advocates are often hesitant to make a statement in fear of being misquoted.

However, if you don’t participate in the media conversation about LGBT issues, you miss out on a big opportunity to reach an audience that makes decisions about LGBT issues both in their day-to-day interactions and in the voting booth. It benefits you to build professional relationships and foster goodwill.

When reaching out to the media, you want to keep several important principles in mind.

PROFESSIONALISM: The relationship that you establish with a reporter is a professional one, so be sure to treat it as such.

RESPECT: Treat reporters as you would a new co-worker, and remember that not all reporters will be informed about LGBT issues.

HONESTY: Never lie to a journalist. If you’re not sure how to answer a question or don’t have a piece of information readily available, don’t assume or guess. Say “I don’t know, but I will help you find what you need,” and then get back to them as quickly as possible.

KNOWLEDGE: Be informed. Know the subject matter that you’re discussing and the media outlet you’re speaking with before you make initial contact.

CONFIDENCE: Make sure they understand the stakes. If you can show the media outlet you’re speaking with how important the issues you’re discussing are to you and your community, they will be more likely to become engaged with your issues and use you as a resource.

CLARITY: While you’re an expert on your issues, the journalist you’re speaking to may not be an expert — yet. Speak clearly and directly and don’t use jargon. While certain phrases and acronyms may be part of your everyday conversations with your colleagues, they may be unfamiliar to a journalist. If a journalist doesn’t know a concept or term, consider it an opportunity to be the first one to explain it to them.

PRUDENCE: Assume EVERYTHING you say is on the record and can be used in a news story. Even the way you decline to answer a question conveys information to a reporter.

When you pitch a story to the media, you suggest an idea or angle for a story that a reporter can build upon and develop. Many LGBT rights advocates don’t realize the power they have in getting their stories heard. Reporters are constantly on the lookout for compelling stories that will engage their audience.

TIMING IS EVERYTHING. Do not call them when they’re on deadline, usually after 1:00 p.m. It’s always best to call earlier in the day and earlier in the week.

HOOK THEIR INTEREST: When you’re pitching a story, make it interesting and engaging to a reporter. Sometimes an organization or event will merit a feature article, but this is the exception
rather than the rule. Think critically about what you’re trying to say and think of ways that you could hook a reporter who might then hook a reader—there’s a lot of news every single day, so you’ll need to make your story stand out.

BE SPECIFIC. Provide supporting facts, names and details.

KNOW THE ISSUES. Have your messages ready and be prepared to demonstrate in-depth knowledge of both the main and related topics.

FRAMING

When you make a pitch, use an interesting frame or an angle to strengthen your concept. Here are some possible frames you can use:

CONTROVERSY: Call attention to the way your issues fit (or don’t fit) into a political or social conflict or scandal. Controversy sells stories. You should use this frame judiciously, as excessive controversy can lead to disinterest or backlash.

DRAMATIC HUMAN INTEREST: Humanize an issue by telling the story of a significant personal triumph or difficult personal setback. As long as you have the consent of the subject, you can hook a reporter and readers with a heart tugging tragedy or triumph.

TRENDS: Connect your issue to a current opinion, attitude or pattern of behavior. Reporters naturally respond to trends, and many press outlets will try to anticipate trends. Remember the “rule of three”—as long as you can find three examples, you can back up your statement that a trend is emerging.

TIMELINES/CALENDAR: Frame your story around a holiday or notable calendar event, using your issue to bring a new angle to a story that might otherwise be a light “filler” piece. For example, you might use Mother’s Day or Father’s Day to talk about the struggles faced by LGBT people trying to adopt children.

NEW ANNOUNCEMENTS: Find stories that are unprecedented, groundbreaking or “first ever.” Even if you’ve known something for a while, figure out angles that you can use to sell it to reporters as something new and fresh.

LOCALIZE A STATE OR NATIONAL STORY: Take a piece of national news, such as a court ruling or piece of federal legislation, and show how it impacts your community. You can also take a story of local interest and connect it to a larger cultural trend or pattern.

ANNIVERSARIES OR MILESTONES: Look at an anniversary one year later, ten years later or twenty years later. Milestone stories track progress or setbacks and help create context. For example, you might consider pitching a story commemorating the anniversary of Stonewall or the Massachusetts Judicial Supreme Court marriage equality decision.

PROFILES AND PERSONNEL: Feature spokespeople, community leaders or activists who may become news themselves because of their personal stories and experiences.

SPECIAL EVENT: Use unique framing techniques to talk about an event, whether it’s a conference, rally or gathering. By focusing on the preparation process or the larger political or social goals of the event you’re more likely to get coverage than if you just discuss the event itself.

THE CULTURE OF NEWSROOMS

The fast-paced culture of the newsroom sometimes makes it difficult for journalists to talk, but if you work within the confines of their busy schedules you’ll be able to have meetings that will have a bigger impact than a voicemail message or an email.

Start by contacting reporters who have covered LGBT issues in the past. If you are working alongside another LGBT advocate, you may want to involve that person in the discussion as well. Once you’ve established a relationship with a reporter, she or he will be more receptive to your inquiries and also more likely to pitch your story to an editor. You will also have a better shot at arranging a meeting with the Editorial Page editor and other people in the newsroom.

For instance, one GLAAD staff member had success going to the newsroom and asking to be introduced to different editors and reporters. By visiting the newsroom, he had opportunities to meet several different reporters, which gave him the chance to make a number of contacts at one time. If he had tried to build the same relationships over the phone, the process would have been much more drawn out. When you’re arranging these in-office meetings, ask who will be in the office in advance.

BE A RESOURCE. Be ready to provide photos, background information and relevant sources.

DOCUMENT YOUR PROGRESS. Record what stories you pitch and to whom as a way of keeping track of reporter interests and preferences that may help when working with reporters in the future.
RESPOND AND REACT: Be proactive about your messages as a rule, but in some cases you may want to respond to claims or statements, particularly those that are inaccurate or defamatory. Counter-frame the message to change the course of the conversation so it represents your point of view.

CELEBRITY: Bring attention to an organization or issue by including a public figure in the story, whether it’s a cultural, religious, political or entertainment personality. Be careful not to overshadow your messages and your organization.

STRANGE BEDFELLOWS: Discuss unusual alliances that may emerge from an event or piece of legislation. Stories about unlikely allies can be great for news or feature pieces.

THINGS TO REMEMBER:

Once you know how you want to frame your story, you make the actual pitch. Here are some things to keep in mind when pitching to a reporter:

OFFER REPORTERS WHAT THEY NEED: Reporters need a good story, and you’re in a position to give it to them. Much of the success of the pitch depends on your confidence level, while the rest will follow with your message and how you frame the issue.

KEEP IT BRIEF: Reporters do not have time for long calls. You will only have a few minutes to get their attention and capture their interest—make sure your pitch contains the who, what, where, when and why. Do not call simply to ask if they received your media advisory. Pitch the story, reference the advisory of release and offer to send it again if they haven’t seen it.

BEGIN WITH REPORTERS YOU KNOW: Target specific reporters with whom you have relationships. If they have done a piece on your issue or a similar subject, reference their prior work. At the very least, target reporters in the relevant section of the paper. If you must make a cold call, ask the general assignment editor or producer whom you should contact.

PITCH WHAT IS NEWSWORTHY: Reporters need to like your story, but they also need to sell it to their editors. Remember to pitch a story that is exciting and engaging—see the previous section for some strategies on how to find a creative angle on a story.

BE READY WITH BACKUP: Make sure you know the key points that you want to convey to the reporter and that you also have an in-depth understanding of related information and supporting details. Have supporting facts, names, details and resources readily available.

EXPRESS ENTHUSIASM: If you are not excited about the story yourself, the reporter won’t be either. Don’t go overboard with your enthusiasm—give reporters the necessary information, offer to provide more and then get off the phone.

BE TIMELY, NOT OBNOXIOUS: If you sense that a reporter is busy, offer to call back later. Acknowledge their situation: “Listen, I know you’re very busy. Do you have a moment now, or should I call you back later?”

CLOSE THE DEAL: Ask reporters whether they are interested in your event and would like an invite. Most reporters will not immediately commit over the phone, so don’t be afraid to follow up to secure a confirmation.

HAVE BACK-UP PITCH ANGLES: If it becomes clear that a reporter is not interested in your initial pitch, consider a different angle. Perhaps the reporter cannot attend an event but would be interested in interviewing a speaker at another time. A reporter might respond better to the local human-interest angle than the national policy angle, for example.

DEADLINES, DEADLINES, DEADLINES

All media professionals, whether they work for print publications or television, work under strict deadlines. It’s a good general rule to simply ask a reporter, “Are you on deadline?” when you call them to pitch a story. If they are, find out when they’ll be available to talk and contact them then. Reporters will be more likely to help you if they feel that you respect and understand the way they work.

TIPS ABOUT DEADLINES:

• SEND OUT A MEDIA RELEASE:
  • PRINT: if possible, send several days before your event; at the latest, between 7 a.m. and 8 a.m. the day the news is scheduled to break
  • ELECTRONIC PRESS: two to three days prior; send a media release the day before

• Most news organizations can schedule a reporter or a news crew right away, but some will wait until the last minute

• The day of the event, make an early morning call to verify receipt of material

• If your media release or press kit is not accessible, fax, email or messenger another copy as soon as possible
Whenever you respond to an interview request, plan a press conference or pitch a story, you must craft your talking points in advance. While an interview or a media event gives journalists a chance to ask you questions about your issues, it also gives you an opportunity to share your messages and your story with an audience.

### DEVELOPING TALKING POINTS

Talking points are brief one- or two-sentence answers calibrated to your message. When a journalist asks you a question, you’ll want to be ready to respond with one of your talking points. Talking points should be tied to your message and should speak broadly to the issues facing your organization and community in accessible language that speaks to shared values.

By planning your messages in advance, you’ll have more control over what shows up in the media—if you speak at length to reporters without prepared talking points, you run a greater risk of being misquoted or having something you say taken out of context.

### SOUND BITES

Today news media outlets are increasingly driven by sound bites. Sound bites drive home a message in a concise, direct fashion. While they do not give a detailed understanding of the speaker’s stance on an issue, they are often the only statement an audience will hear.

While sound bites are a direct byproduct of televised news media, they now appear in all types of media. Print reporters primarily use sound bites when quoting politicians, advocates and pundits.

It’s crucial that you distill the core messages of your organization into succinct, catchy quotes that can sum up your position on an issue quickly and effectively. A good sound bite will connect with a reader or viewer and stay with them in a way that a longer or more detailed comment cannot.

Most sound bites are between five and 15 seconds (preferably closer to five). The use of rhetorical devices, such as repetition or parallel structure, can make your sound bite stick more in the minds of your audience. Most importantly, remember that you can’t say everything all at once. Decide on a key message and stick to it.

### FRAMING THE DISCUSSION

When you step into any interview context—whether it is for print, television or radio—you want to be in control of the conversation to ensure the audience gets your message. To frame the discussion you must prepare talking points in advance.

- Identify two to three broad messages that you want to deliver based on the subject of the interview or pitch
- Ensure those messages support your organizational objectives
- Your messages should fit in one of three categories: personal story, affirmative general statement or facts or data to support your claims
- Think of the interview as a public forum through which you can disseminate your message to a broad audience

### THINGS TO REMEMBER:

Keep these ideas and principles in mind as you develop your sound bites.

**SHARE YOUR BACKGROUND, KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE BY USING SPECIFIC EXAMPLES:** Making general statements or citing facts and figures is not nearly as persuasive as telling your personal story or sharing your professional expertise. People respond to personal stories more than they respond to statistics, so connect your message to events and experiences in your own life or use your standing as an expert to drive home a message or clarify a misconception.

**TIE YOUR EXPERTISE AND EXPERIENCE TO A BROADER GOAL OR MESSAGE:** Telling your personal story or giving your expert opinion is only the first step. You need to contextualize your remarks within a broader goal or message. Think about the ways that your story fits into a larger conversation about the struggle for LGBT equality.

**TALK ABOUT HOW YOUR ISSUES AFFECT THE COMMUNITY:** By sharing what is personal, you make a statement about how certain issues, debates and political battles relate to real people. When you put a face and a story to LGBT issues, you can bridge the conversation to broader challenges faced by the LGBT community.

**DON’T BE AFRAID TO CORRECT MISREPRESENTATIONS AND FACTUAL ERRORS:** While you want to stay in the affirmative, don’t hesitate to dispel myths and dispute inaccurate
information. The most effective way to do this is to say, “A lot of people have that misconception, but . . .” You won’t put your interviewer or your audience on the defensive, since the language acknowledges a misconception and invites them to rethink their perception.

**TALK ABOUT SHARED VALUES:** People respond to shared values of equality, family and community. When you can connect the struggle for LGBT equality to shared American ideals of equality and opportunity, you have a much greater chance of connecting with your audience.

**KNOW YOUR BOUNDARIES:** Don’t share anything you’re not comfortable seeing in the newspaper, and don’t feel the need to bring your private life into the public arena. It’s often best to speak broadly about your own experience and then tie that to your larger message.

**PRACTICE DELIVERING YOUR MESSAGE:**
Even the most seasoned media professionals practice before interviews. Try delivering your messages to other members of your organization and fine-tune any potential problems. Try the “brother-in-law” test: Speak to someone outside of your immediate circle who might not fully appreciate the challenges you face, and see how they respond to your messages. If you find that your messages are confusing, offensive or vague, take a step back and re-evaluate.

**THE OPRAH PHENOMENON – THE POWER OF PERSONAL STORIES**

Oprah Winfrey has built an incredibly successful format with her talk show, by using the personal stories of her guests to talk about larger issues facing Americans. Advocacy groups can learn a lot from Oprah’s strategy of putting a face to an issue in ways that can change hearts and minds much more effectively than statistics or policy discussions.

When Oprah talks about an issue facing millions of Americans, like gun control or child abuse, she doesn’t present a lot of statistics or discuss the decisions being made at the top levels of government. Instead, she brings someone directly affected by that issue to share their story. Audiences put a face to the issue, and when they talk about the issue at the dinner table or think about it in the voting booth, they’ll remember the story and how it emotionally affected them.

The lesson that advocates and organizations can learn from Oprah is that personal stories are an effective way to connect with audiences. While readers may not be able to relate to articles about legislative processes or legal battles, a personal story about a lesbian couple’s struggle to adopt or a gay man speaking about being unable to leave his estate to his partner will resonate.

**RESPONDING TO AN INTERVIEW REQUEST**

As you establish media relationships, occasions will arise when you and your organization will be called upon to comment—on the record. You must resist the temptation to immediately agree to an interview request. The worst thing you can do in response to a question from a media professional is offer an immediate, knee-jerk answer. Before even agreeing to an interview, you must first interview the interviewer.

**INTERVIEW THE INTERVIEWER**

The media are not looking only for information when they request an interview; they are usually looking to shape your answer to fit the piece’s angle.

You have the right and the responsibility to interview the interviewer before you agree to be interviewed. The following questions must be answered prior to accepting an interview:

- Has this outlet interviewed anyone else in your organization before?
- Does this outlet/reporter have a history of covering LGBT issues?
- What is the slant of the piece?
- Who will represent the “other side of the issue” in the piece?
- What is the reporter/interviewer’s style?
- How long will the piece run?
- If for television, will the interview be live or taped?
- Who will the audience be for the interview?
- Will there be an audience question or call-in section?

**INTERVIEW SITUATIONS TO AVOID**

If a media professional is unwilling to answer your questions, be wary. Asking the above questions to any media professional who is fair-minded will only add to your credibility. If the premise of the piece is objectionable, or if you feel you will be put in a compromising situation, you can and should refuse to be interviewed.

One situation you may find yourself in is when you are asked to appear on a television or radio program with a virulently anti-gay individual. This is a frequent strategy to claim that an extreme debate will present a “balanced” view of a topic concerning the LGBT community. It is more often a ploy to sensationalize the topic at hand. It is impossible to have an intelligent
exchange with an individual or organization dedicated to portraying LGBT people as evil, sick or immoral. By putting yourself in this situation without the proper experience, you stand a good chance of losing your temper and looking as irrational as your opponent. Try and suggest a more moderate alternative and consider your options when approached in these cases.

**IMPORTANT TECHNIQUES:**

**BRIDGING:** Linking the question asked to the message you want to convey. Example: “What I really want to talk to you about is…”

**FLAGGING:** Highlighting a particular portion of a sound bite to raise a red flag and indicate the importance of an individual aspect of your message. Example: “The most important thing to remember is…”

**HOOKING:** Technique used to direct an interview that involves “dangling a hook” that leads to the next question. Example: “…but that isn’t the only important part of this program.”

**HOW TO PREPARE FOR AN INTERVIEW**

Before you step into an interview setting, there are several steps that you’ll want to take in advance to ensure that you’re ready.

**PREPARE, PREPARE, PREPARE:** Decide in advance what you want to tell the audience, and coordinate your message with the appropriate parties.

**KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE:** How much familiarity do they have with LGBT issues? Are there race, age, class or geographic differences to take into account? Tailor your message so as not to “talk down” to the audience, but aim to make sure that it is understandable, interesting and informative your messages are and the quality of your presentation.

**PERSONALIZE YOUR MESSAGE:** Tell your story—don’t just recite a list of esoteric arguments or statistics. Your story as it relates to the issue you’re talking about can be one of the most effective ways to persuade your audience.

**GATHER FACTS AND FIGURES:** Make sure the statistics you use are accurate and accessible. Don’t let your statistics become your main points; they are simply evidence that proves the validity of your arguments.

**BE ANIMATED:** Your energy level will indicate your enthusiasm about an issue. Use body language to emphasize your points and remember to be likable, show your concern and show emotion when appropriate.

**LOOK CONFIDENT:** Excellent sound bites lose their effectiveness when delivered without confidence. Project a confident, credible and expert image.

**WHAT TO KEEP IN MIND DURING AN INTERVIEW**

**BE YOURSELF:** Talk naturally. Don’t freeze up or become a robot when you start talking with a reporter. RELAX!

**STAY ON-MESSAGE:** Don’t talk about anything unrelated to your message points (they’re often topics you may not be qualified to talk about in the first place). Redirect the conversation back to your message whenever the interview strays from it.

**AVOID OVERKILL:** Be careful of the language you use. If you over-dramatize the situation, your opponents can say you’re just exaggerating.

**GET TO KNOW THE REPORTER:** You may have the chance to talk with the reporter before the actual interview. This is your chance to determine the reporter’s level of awareness on your issue. Take the time to make sure he or she understands your organization and constituents. Also, always call the reporter by name—it establishes goodwill.

**REMEMBER YOUR AUDIENCE:** Once the interview begins, remember that your words should target the audience that reads the newspaper or watches the newscast. Although you are having a conversation with the reporter, you are actually talking “over her shoulder” to the audience.

**CONTROL THE TERMS OF THE INTERVIEW:** Don’t allow the reporter to choose your words for you. Be sure to respond carefully to questions that begin with phrases like “Don’t you think that…” or “Isn’t it true that…”

**MANAGE MULTIPLE-PART QUESTIONS:** If the reporter asks you a multiple-part question, answer only the part you want to answer. Start with the easy questions and only address the difficult questions if you have time.

**DON’T SPECULATE:** Don’t offer speculation if you’re asked a hypothetical question. Stick to the facts.

**WATCH TERMINOLOGY:** If your interviewer uses an incorrect term, gently correct him or her. If your interviewer uses a hostile term, don’t repeat it. Don’t give the reporter permission to paraphrase.

**STAY CALM:** Above all, stay calm and courteous at all times, even if the interviewer becomes hostile or says something that embarrasses or flusters you.

**SAY ONLY WHAT YOU WANT TO SAY:** Don’t ever let the reporter make you say things you don’t want to say or answer questions you don’t want to answer.
THINGS TO AVOID

When you’re in an interview setting, steer clear of the following pitfalls.

DON’T EVER LET YOUR GUARD DOWN: Never forget that you are talking to a journalist, and anything you say could end up on television or in print. Don’t be thrown off by flattery or condescension.

DON’T FEEL OBLIGATED TO ANSWER THE QUESTION EXACTLY AS IT WAS ASKED: Remember, in most cases the audience won’t hear the question – only your response. Frame your response so that the audience hears your message point, not the question you’re answering.

DON’T RESPOND TOO QUICKLY—THINK!: Take time to organize your response before speaking.

DON’T BE AFRAID OF SILENCE, EVEN IN TV INTERVIEWS: When you are finished answering the question, stop talking. Avoid the natural tendency to babble. Instead, smile and act expectant (if you’re waiting for the next question) or pretend like the interviewer is still talking (if you’re mentally preparing your response to the question he or she just asked).

DON’T PLAY INTO PAUSES: Allow the interviewer to finish asking the question (sometimes, the interviewer may attempt to trap you by saying something incendiary and expecting you to cut him or her off). If there is a pause (and the interviewer is clearly expecting you to say something), use it to clearly reiterate one of your main points.

DON’T USE OFF-THE-CUFF HUMOR: It can fall flat or make you seem flip. If you’re planning on making a point through humor, script it and rehearse it.

DON’T REPEAT LOADED OR SLANTED WORDS USED BY THE INTERVIEWER: Doing so gives double exposure to the accusation. Answer the question in the positive, using your message points. Don’t say, “We’re not trying to recruit young people into the homosexual lifestyle.” Instead, respond with, “We’re providing a safe, supportive environment for gay students where they won’t feel isolated and alone.”

DON’T RELY ON YOUR MEMORY: Have all the relevant message points, facts, figures, statistics and story cues written down in front of you.

THINGS TO REMEMBER:

• Stay calm
• Stay on-message
• Don’t repeat your opposition’s messages

THINGS TO AVOID

THINGS TO REMEMBER:

THINGS TO REMEMBER:

THINGS TO REMEMBER:

STAYING ON MESSAGE

One of the greatest challenges created by interview settings is making sure that your messages are front and center, regardless of the questions being asked. Even aggressive or hostile questions can be used as prompts for delivering your messages. Here are a few examples of possible messages that might be used around different kinds of questions related to one issue (in this case, marriage equality). The following answers illustrate how, no matter what the question is, you can get your messages across.

WHEN ASKED ABOUT MARRIAGE EQUALITY:
“People are resistant to change, especially in the abstract, but if you ask those same people about the gay couple down the street that has a couple of kids, you get a different response. By asking, ‘Do you think that family should have the same rights and protections as the straight married couple that lives down the block?’ the debate makes us real, and it makes a difference.”

WHEN ASKED ABOUT “TRADITIONAL MARRIAGE”:
“We are not looking to redefine marriage. We are looking to participate in the way it is currently defined, bringing security, clarity and dignity to families.”

WHEN ASKED ABOUT THE “HOMOSEXUAL AGENDA”:
“Opponents of marriage for same-sex couples try to keep the discussion abstract in order to arouse suspicion and fear. They do not talk about couples or families. They paint us as strangers and portray our lives as radically different from what they are.”

WHEN ASKED WHETHER CHILDREN ARE BETTER OFF WITH A MOTHER OR A FATHER
“Stability is the key to raising children, and excluding same-sex couples from parenting harms children who need parents to love and provide for them. Children of lesbian and gay parents grow up as happy, healthy and well-adjusted as the children of straight couples.”
VII. PLANNING A MEDIA EVENT

Media events – such as rallies, demonstrations, public actions or press conferences—should play a role in your communications plan, as they can help bring visibility to an issue, serve as a call to action for constituents or elected officials or set the record straight on a current media event.

PLANNING A MEDIA EVENT

If you can begin planning your event early, you’ll have more opportunity to mobilize your constituents to participate and get the word out, especially if you’re working with other organizations who will also want to communicate with their supporters. However, due to the nature of LGBT media advocacy, you may be planning a press conference or a rally with less than 24-hours. Regardless of your timeline, here are some tips to keep in mind when planning a media event:

LOCATION: Your location should be accessible, both to the public and to the media. Make sure you’ve thought about how people are going to get there. Try to choose a location that has particular significance—the location can play an important role in conveying your message.

SPACE: Make sure that you have space that’s appropriate for the number of people you’re expecting—you don’t want a space that’s too small if you’re expecting a lot of people or too big if you’re only expecting a handful. Also remember that television crews will need space to park news trucks and get equipment to and from your event.

PERMITS: If you’re hosting a media event in a public space, you may need a permit. Double check with local officials to make sure you have the appropriate clearances and any necessary security.

EQUIPMENT: Make sure you have a podium for your speakers, an amplification system, a table and chairs for participants (if needed) and a malt box, a piece of equipment that allows reporters to plug in audio equipment to record directly from the sound system. Some local stations may be willing to bring a malt box if you aren’t able to.

VISUAL HOOKS: Visual hooks will help entice media. If you’re doing a demonstration or a press conference, make sure that you have enticing visuals. Crowds, banners, signs, props and other visually engaging elements will be more likely to draw media attention.

DAYBOOK: Make sure to get your event in the Associated Press daybook, a listing of all media events occurring that day. Call your local Associated Press bureau (listed on the Associated Press website) to get deadlines both for weekly and daily daybooks to ensure that your event is listed.

TIMING: Keep your event to under an hour if possible. Use a moderator to give a brief opening statement and introduce the speakers. Individual speakers should address different aspects of the issue and keep their comments to two to five minutes at a press conference, or five to 10 minutes at a demonstration or rally. Ensure that you have at least 20 minutes for reporters to ask questions if you’re holding a press conference.

SCHEDULING A MEDIA EVENT

When timing an event, keep the news cycle in mind:

• Be judicious about scheduling events on the weekends—media outlets tend to have skeleton crews over the weekend, and breaking news may overshadow a smaller media event. However, if the media hook is the turnout at a march, demonstration or rally, you may want to hold it on a weekend so you can maximize participation.

• Mid- to late-morning tends to be the best time to hold an event, as it will ensure that media professionals will be able to attend before they are on deadline.

• Late afternoon and evening events will improve your chances of getting live coverage, but you run the risk of losing out on outlets that may skip the event to focus on their broadcasts.

As you plan your event, make sure that everyone involved is on the same page. Hold meetings and conference calls to clarify responsibilities, determine action items and develop consistent messages. Make sure that all of your spokespeople have the same set of messages and know how long they’ll be expected to speak.

If you’re collaborating with sister organizations, community leaders or elected officials who may not be involved in the day-to-day workings of your organization, it’s particularly important to confirm that everyone has the same messages and talking points.

COLLABORATING ON A MEDIA EVENT
THINGS TO REMEMBER:

• If possible, send your media release several days in advance
• The day before, confirm that your event is listed in the Associated Press daybook
• Follow up with your media contacts early in the morning on the day of the event
• Check in with newspapers (the city desk), television stations (the assignment desk) and radio stations (news directors) to ensure they will attend
• Confirm you have all the necessary permits, clearances and equipment
• Make sure all of the speakers have been given consistent messages are aware of time limits for remarks and reporter questions
• Fax or deliver the news release to media that did not come to the event, and make follow-up calls to see if you can get a story placed after the fact

CONCLUSION

Working with the media presents a set of unique challenges to advocates for LGBT equality, and it takes patience and persistence to meet your communications goals. The skills and techniques presented in this guide will help you analyze and improve your communications goals and take steps to make a difference in the ongoing media conversation about LGBT lives. Despite the political and legislative setbacks our community has faced in recent years, we’ve also made tremendous progress in changing hearts and minds all over the country. Your media work will continue to play a central role in the struggle for full equality.

Remember that you can always call on GLAAD for support and resources. We provide media training nationwide for community members new to media work, as well as seasoned advocates who have been part of the movement for years. GLAAD also provides media planning and strategic support for organizations, whether you’re an organization that’s just getting started or are rethinking your communications goals after years of experience. Don’t hesitate to contact us for information, support or resources—we’re here to help. Visit us at www.glaad.org or contact us via email at media@glad.org. You can also reach us by phone in our New York office at (212) 629-3225 or in our Los Angeles office at (323) 933-2240.

GLAAD would like to thank all of those that provided content and offered tips and support in the development of this manual. Special thanks to the SPIN Project, which provided information, resources and support integral to the creation of this manual. Additional thanks to the American Civil Liberties Union, the American Planning Association’s Planning Advisory Service, The Grassroots Recycling Network, Green Media Toolshed, The Wilderness Society and the Population Information Program and the Center for Communication Programs at the Johns Hopkins University School of Public Health for ideas and background information. Thanks to GLAAD staff members, fellows and interns for their input in the creation of this guide. Gina Altomare, Mihal Ansik, Mike Lavers, Marc McCarthy, Alex Shoor, Glennda Testone and Roxanne Varza provided necessary research, analysis, suggestions and input throughout the writing process. Thanks to Design Action Collective for graphic design and Inkworks Press Collective for printing.

This training manual was developed and produced by Sean Lund, Tom Ogletree, Rashad Robinson, Adam Rogers and Rebekah Spicuglia.
Once you have determined whom to contact regarding coverage of your organization and its issues, one of the most efficient ways to first approach them is by sending an introductory e-mail.

The e-mail should contain the following:

- The name of your organization and its mission
- Key individuals in your organization with brief biographical information
- What issues your organization speaks to, and why those issues are of importance to their audience
- Any information you feel will give the media outlet insight into your work
- Suggestions (keep them brief) for stories with a local angle
- Ways in which your local organization’s issues and events tie in with a national story

After sending an introductory e-mail, be sure to follow up with the media professional to see if they need more information, have any questions or are open to further discussion. Keep media professionals updated on your group's activities, and put them on your distribution list for any publications.

NOTE: If your mailing list includes daily announcements, then you may not want to include media professionals, because it could overload them with information and prevent you from earning coverage on your important issues or work.

Here are two examples of introductory letters to journalists, which call attention to positive and negative aspects of recent articles as a way of beginning a conversation and establishing a professional relationship.

Greetings,

My name is [Name] and I am the Director of National News at The Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD). I act as a resource to journalists covering lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender issues.

First, I want to thank you for your interview with Bishop Gene Robinson that just ran in the Periscope section. The recent Episcopal and Protestant conventions have been receiving a good deal of press, so it was great to see Newsweek contribute to the coverage.

One issue I did have with your interview was your use of the term “lifestyle.” As you probably know, there is no single gay or lesbian “lifestyle.” Gay men and lesbians are diverse in the ways they lead their lives. Additionally, your use of “homosexual” in your interview with Bishop Robinson and Bishop Duncan was a bit discouraging. Anti-gay groups often use this term as a pejorative. Cautions against using both “homosexual” and “lifestyle” are found in the AP, New York Times and Washington Post Style Guides.

Many journalists find the GLAAD Media Reference Guide helpful in keeping up with proper gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender terminology:
http://www.glaad.org/media/guide/index.php

As you may already know, Newsweek was honored at the most recent GLAAD Media Awards for outstanding overall coverage. Thank you for being a part of such a great publication!

I’m always here as a resource. Thanks again!

Sincerely,

[Name]
Good morning-

I read your article on Dannylee Mitchell in this morning’s paper and I want to commend you for a great story. I’m a Media Field Strategist for GLAAD, the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, and I serve as a resource for reporters covering LGBT issues. I would like to extend myself to you as a resource when you report on on LGBT-related stories. I can provide you with background information, possible sources and other information that you may find helpful. I have also attached a link to GLAAD’s Media Reference Guide as an additional resource, which provides helpful information on terminology and background: www.glaad.org/media/guide/index.php

Please feel free to contact me with any questions you may have. Thanks again!

Sincerely,

[Name]

MEDIA ADVISORIES

OVERVIEW

Media advisories (or media alerts) are generally used to inform the media of an upcoming event or press conference and provide only basic information without many details. The goal of an advisory is to encourage coverage without giving away all the substance.

EFFECTIVE MEDIA ADVISORIES...

• Hook readers with their headlines
• Only include the “5 W’s” (who, what, where, when and why)
• Are no longer than one page

INEFFECTIVE MEDIA ADVISORIES...

• Are missing key information
• Do not contain any news

BASIC FORMAT

Here’s an example of a Media Advisory for a rally to raise awareness of University of the Cumberlands student Jason Johnson’s expulsion for being gay.

MEDIA ADVISORY

MEDIA ADVISORY – Write “Media Advisory” in large font size at the top of the advisory.

Embargoed Until: Tuesday, April 18

RELEASE DATE – Either: “For Immediate Release [date]” or “Embargoed Until [date]”

CONTACT PERSON – Point out whom to contact for more information and be sure to include day of event contact information as well (both phone and email).

MEDIA ADVISORY

UPDATE ON STUDENT RALLY TO DENOUNCE DISCRIMINATION AGAINST KENTUCKY STUDENTS

What: The Kentucky Collegiate Coalition (KCC) will be hosting a rally to raise awareness about the expulsion of Jason Johnson from the University of the Cumberlands for being gay. Other individuals/organizations expected to attend and speak, including politicians, LGBTQ activists and Fairness Alliance (KFA) is co-sponsoring the event. Confirmed speakers include Skylar Jordan, Vice-Chairperson of KFA, and State Senator Ernesto Scorsone of Lexington.

Where: Briar Creek Park in Williamsburg, Kentucky.

When: April 19 starting at 10 am.

Why: “KCC members support Jason and all gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender students throughout Kentucky. No student should be denied access to an education based on sexual orientation or any other difference. Fair-minded Kentuckians are deeply concerned that other students in Kentucky and elsewhere will have to face the fear that their right to an education and to be themselves is in jeopardy.” – Kelli Persons, Chairperson, Kentucky Collegiate Coalition.

Point out whom to contact for more information and be sure to include day of event contact information as well (both phone and email).

HEADLINES – Make them stand out with a larger font size. Some media outlets will not read past the headline and lead paragraph, so be sure to grab their attention.

VISUALS – List potential photo opportunities (e.g., speakers, banners, signs, etc.) to entice cameras.

MISSION – Your organization’s mission statement should always close the advisory.

###
MEDIA ADVISORY

Embargoed Until: Tuesday, April 18

Kentucky Collegiate Coalition
Contact: Kentucky Collegiate Coalition
Kelli Persons, Chairperson
(123) – 456 7890

UPDATE ON STUDENT RALLY TO DENOUNCE DISCRIMINATION AGAINST KENTUCKY STUDENTS

What: The Kentucky Collegiate Coalition (KCC) will be hosting a rally to raise awareness about the expulsion of Jason Johnson from the University of the Cumberlands for being gay. Other individuals/organizations expected to attend and speak, including politicians, will be announced in the future. The Kentucky Fairness Alliance (KFA) is co-sponsoring the event. Confirmed speakers include Skylar Jordan, Vice-Chairperson of KCC; Christina Gilgor, Executive Director of KFA; and State Senator Ernesto Scorsone of Lexington.

Where: Briar Creek Park in Williamsburg, Kentucky.

When: April 19 starting at 10 am.

Who: The Kentucky Collegiate Coalition (KCC) is an alliance of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) student groups on college campuses throughout Kentucky.

Why: “KCC members support Jason and all gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender students in Kentucky. No student should be denied access to an education based on sexual orientation or any other difference. Fair-minded Kentuckians are outraged that any discrimination is allowed to happen in our state. We are deeply concerned that other students in Kentucky and elsewhere will have to face the fear that their right to an education and to be themselves is in jeopardy.” – Kelli Persons, Chairperson, Kentucky Collegiate Coalition.

With more than 10,000 members, the Kentucky Fairness Alliance seeks to advance equality for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people through leadership development, public education and by encouraging participation in the democratic process.

Kentucky Collegiate Coalition is a statewide, student-led network of GLBTQ groups and affiliates on campuses across the Commonwealth. It is designed to facilitate dialogue between campuses about issues affecting GLBTQ students.

###

MEDIA RELEASES

OVERVIEW

A media release allows the opportunity to provide more background information on news items, along with editorializing in the form of quotes. Examples of topics that would warrant releases include: breaking news items, key staff hires or board appointments, announcement of event winners, etc.

EFFECTIVE MEDIA RELEASES...

- Are written like news stories
- Summarize news with quotes and background
- Are written at a quality to appear in the morning newspaper
- Are not more than two pages long
GLAAD ANNOUNCES NOMINEES FOR 17TH ANNUAL GLAAD MEDIA AWARDS PRESENTED BY ABSOLUT VODKA

GLAAD MEDIA AWARDS TO BE BROADCAST ON LOGO & VH1

LOS ANGELES, MONDAY, JANUARY 23, 2006 – Today at a press conference at the Queer Lounge in Park City, Utah, the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) announced the nominees for its 17th Annual GLAAD Media Awards Presented by ABSOLUT VODKA. Among the nominees: critically acclaimed films Brokeback Mountain, Transamerica, and Capote, CBS’s new hit sitcom Out of Practice and ABC’s new drama Commander in Chief, The Amazing Race 7, Nightline, USA Today, two episodes of The Oprah Winfrey Show, and Spanish-language nominees Hoy, TV Notas, Sin Fronteras, and Noticiero Univision.

Additional facts and figures about this year’s 159 nominees, as well as print-quality photos of selected nominees, are available here.

The GLAAD Media Awards recognize and honor mainstream media for their fair, accurate and inclusive representations of the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender community and the issues that affect their lives. Nominees can be found here.

For the second consecutive year, the GLAAD Media Awards will be televised on Logo, MTV Networks’ cable channel for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender viewers and their allies. This year, VH1 will air the program for the first time. The Logo airdate for the GLAAD Media Awards is April 15, 2006 at 9 p.m. (ET/PT). The VH1 airdate is April 16 at 11 p.m. (ET/PT).

“Fair, accurate and inclusive media images have incredible cultural power,” said GLAAD President Neil G. Giuliano. “Last year audiences learned about historical figures like Alfred Kinsey and Truman Capote. They were introduced to transgender lives in Transamerica and on Oprah. They read about our quest for equality in The Washington Post and the Wisconsin State-Journal. This year’s GLAAD Media Awards nominees are changing the world, and it’s our privilege to honor them.”

The GLAAD Media Awards ceremonies will be held in New York on March 27, 2006 at the New York Marriott Marquis; in Los Angeles on April 8 at the Kodak Theatre; in Miami on May 25 at the Ritz Carlton Hotel; and in San Francisco on June 10 at the San Francisco Marriott. GLAAD Media Awards nominees were published, released or broadcast between Jan. 1, 2005 and Dec. 31, 2005. Nearly 1,000 media projects were considered in 25 English-language and 15 Spanish-language categories.

This year, more than 5,000 people will attend the GLAAD Media Awards in New York, Los Angeles, Miami and San Francisco, raising more than $3.3 million for the organization’s work. Founded in 1985, GLAAD is the nation’s premiere lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender media advocacy organization, with a staff of 52 and an annual operating budget of $8 million. GLAAD’s offices are in Los Angeles and New York.

To ensure accuracy, the certified public accounting firm of Leslie, Engell & Associates graciously certifies all voting results for the GLAAD Media Awards.

The Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) is dedicated to promoting and ensuring fair, accurate and inclusive representation of people and events in the media as a means of eliminating homophobia and discrimination based on gender identity and sexual orientation.

###

The BASIC FORMAT (SIMILAR TO AN ADVISORY) is an example of a media release to advertise an upcoming event. The media release goes into deeper detail than a media advisory and includes quotes and information that can be used to build a news or feature story.
MEDIA RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
January 23, 2006

Contact: [Name], Media Awards
Communications Manager
Phone: (123) 456-7890
Email: email@glaad.org

GLAAD ANNOUNCES NOMINEES FOR 17TH ANNUAL GLAAD MEDIA AWARDS PRESENTED BY ABSOLUT VODKA
GLAAD MEDIA AWARDS TO BE BROADCAST ON LOGO & VH1

LOS ANGELES, MONDAY, JANUARY 23, 2006 — Today at a press conference at the Queer Lounge in Park City, Utah, the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) announced the nominees for its 17th Annual GLAAD Media Awards Presented by ABSOLUT VODKA. Among the nominees: critically acclaimed films Brokeback Mountain, Transamerica, and Capote, CBS's new hit sitcom Out of Practice and ABC's new drama Commander in Chief, The Amazing Race 7, Nightline, USA Today, two episodes of The Oprah Winfrey Show, and Spanish-language nominees Hoy, TV Notas, Sin Fronteras, and Noticiero Univision. Additional facts and figures about this year's 159 nominees, as well as print-quality photos of selected nominees, are available here.

The GLAAD Media Awards recognize and honor mainstream media for their fair, accurate and inclusive representations of the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender community and the issues that affect their lives. Nominees can be found here.

For the second consecutive year, the GLAAD Media Awards will be televised on Logo, MTV Networks’ cable channel for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender viewers and their allies. This year, VH1 will air the program for the first time. The Logo airdate for the GLAAD Media Awards is April 15, 2006 at 9 p.m. (ET/PT). The VH1 airdate is April 16 at 11 p.m. (ET/PT).

"Fair, accurate and inclusive media images have incredible cultural power," said GLAAD President Neil G. Giuliano. “Last year audiences learned about historical figures like Alfred Kinsey and Truman Capote. They were introduced to transgender lives in Transamerica and on Oprah. They read about our quest for equality in The Washington Post and the Wisconsin State-Journal. This year’s GLAAD Media Awards nominees are changing the world, and it’s our privilege to honor them.”

The GLAAD Media Awards ceremonies will be held in New York on March 27, 2006 at the New York Marriott Marquis; in Los Angeles on April 8 at the Kodak Theatre; in Miami on May 25 at the Ritz Carlton Hotel; and in San Francisco on June 10 at the San Francisco Marriott. GLAAD Media Awards nominees were published, released or broadcast between Jan. 1, 2005 and Dec. 31, 2005. Nearly 1,000 media projects were considered in 25 English-language and 15 Spanish-language categories.

This year, more than 5,000 people will attend the GLAAD Media Awards in New York, Los Angeles, Miami and San Francisco, raising more than $3.3 million for the organization’s work. Founded in 1985, GLAAD is the nation’s premiere lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender media advocacy organization, with a staff of 52 and an annual operating budget of $8 million. GLAAD’s offices are in Los Angeles and New York.

To ensure accuracy, the certified public accounting firm of Leslie, Engell & Associates graciously certifies all voting results for the GLAAD Media Awards.

The Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) is dedicated to promoting and ensuring fair, accurate and inclusive representation of people and events in the media as a means of eliminating homophobia and discrimination based on gender identity and sexual orientation.

###
Media releases can also call attention to a development or change, such as this media release detailing the LGBT inclusive updates to Washington State’s Human Rights Act.

MEDIA RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
January 27, 2006
Contact: Fran Dunaway
Email: email@equalrightswashington.org

WASHINGTON STATE TO BECOME 17TH STATE TO PROTECT GAYS AND LESBIANS FROM DISCRIMINATION

(FRIDAY, JANUARY 26, 2006) Today the Washington State Senate approved passage of legislation that will protect Washingtonians from discrimination based on sexual orientation. The bill passed 25-23 in the Senate. Last week, the Washington State House of Representatives passed the bill, sending it to the Senate. Governor Christine Gregoire has previously stated that she would sign the legislation.

The Bill protects lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender persons from being discriminated against in employment, housing, insurance, and public accommodations, by adding ‘sexual orientation’ to the State’s Human Rights Act, which already prohibits discrimination based on race, religion, sex, disability and other factors. In passing this legislation, Washington becomes the 17th state to protect gays and lesbians from discrimination, and only the 7th state to protect transgender persons from discrimination.

2006 marked the 30th year that Anti-Discrimination legislation had been introduced in the Legislature. In the 2005 session, the bill came within one vote of passage in the State Senate. This year, State Senator Bill Finkbeiner (R-Kirkland) switched his vote; he was the sole Republican Senator to vote for the bill, and cast the deciding vote. Democrats Tim Sheldon and Jim Hargrove voted against the bill, as they had in the past. For many years, the Anti-Discrimination legislation enjoyed strong bipartisan support in the House. As it has been for over a decade, the bill was championed by Rep. Ed Murray (D-Seattle).

“Thirty years is a long time to wait for equality, but it was worth it,” said Fran Dunaway, Executive Director of Equal Rights Washington. “We all owe Representative Murray a huge debt of gratitude for his perseverance. And we must thank our new friends in the business community, including Microsoft and Boeing, who really supported us in our fight for equality, and stood up against the anti-gay extremists.”

Recent polling, conducted by Equal Rights Washington, conclusively showed that a majority of Washingtonians, in every part of Washington State, were against discrimination based on sexual orientation. Over 80% believed that it was already illegal under the law.
HIV-positive foreign nationals are denied entrance into the U.S. without a special waiver. This includes HIV-positive LGBT people. The United States ban on HIV-positive foreign nationals prevents LGBT people who find out they are HIV-positive once living in the United States from successfully applying for permanent residency. Human Rights Watch notes that the Hagel-Martinez immigration compromise proposal would extend this ban.

“Discriminatory United States immigration laws turn the American dream into a heartless nightmare for countless United States citizens and their foreign partners,” said Scott.

Long, co-author of the report and director of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Rights Program of Human Rights Watch. “As Congress debates immigration reforms, it should end discrimination against lesbian and gay immigrants as well as their United States partners.”

“As immigration reform becomes a focal point in our national debate, it’s vital for the media to share stories of those impacted by discriminatory immigration laws that threaten the safety and stability of binational LGBT families,” said Mónica Taher, GLAAD People of Color Media Director.

Immigration Equality is a national organization that works to end discrimination in U.S. immigration law, to reduce the negative impact of that law on the lives of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and HIV-positive people, and to help obtain asylum for those persecuted in their home country based on their sexual orientation, transgender identity or HIV-status. Through education, outreach, advocacy, and the maintenance of a nationwide network of resources, we provide information and support to advocates, attorneys, politicians and those who are threatened by persecution or the discriminatory impact of the law.

###

Here’s an example of a Media Release that creates news hooks around the release of a report.

**MEDIA RELEASE**

**FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE**

June 05, 2006

Contact: Rachel Tiven,
Executive Director,
Immigration Equality
Phone: (123) 456-7890
Email: email@immigrationequality.org

**REPORT SPOTLIGHTS IMMIGRATION CHALLENGES FACED BY LGBT COUPLES**

Amid widespread national coverage of protests over United States immigration policy, two human rights organizations are turning a spotlight on the plight of same-sex binational couples (where one partner is from a country outside the United States), whose families can be cruelly separated by federal law that treats same-sex partners as legal strangers.


“Our immigration laws are undermining the traditional American values of fairness and family,” said Rachel B. Tiven, executive director of Immigration Equality. “United States immigration policy is designed to keep families together. But the current law targets an entire class of American families and tears them apart.”

The report notes that, because of anti-gay federal law that denies the protections of marriage to same-sex couples, any LGBT partnership in which one of the partners is a foreign national is denied the opportunity to obtain the lawful permanent resident status that could be granted if he or she were heterosexual. These same-sex couples often live with the fear that at least one of the partners and/or their children could be deported.

The report gives detailed explanations of the effects that current immigration laws have on many binational same-sex couples in the United States, including:

- Many families have been separated, such as in cases where one parent and the couple’s children are forced to live on different continents.
- The federal government’s discriminatory anti-gay marriage law takes a severe financial and emotional toll on binational LGBT families. If the foreign national member of an LGBT couple is unable to legally obtain citizenship status, that person has to endure the stress of maintaining work visas or student visas in order to stay in the country. Also, many families living on separate continents incur severe debt due to the cost of travel and legal fees.

**PAGE 2 OF 2**
Media releases can also be used to provide insight to a legislative or judicial decision, such as this media release distributed by the Empire State Pride Agenda after the New York State Court of Appeals denied equal access to marriage for same-sex couples. In addition to making a statement, the media release includes details on rallies and events that may be of interest to reporters writing stories on the subject.

**MEDIA RELEASE**

**FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE**
July 7, 2006

**NEW YORK STATE COURT OF APPEALS DENIES EQUAL ACCESS TO MARRIAGE FOR SAME-SEX COUPLES**

“Now it is time for our elected officials to stand against discrimination and support marriage equality,” said Pride Agenda’s Van Capelle to legislature. Thousands to rally tonight at seven locations across New York State

ALBANY, JULY 6, 2006 - New York State’s highest court today in a four to two vote found no Constitutional mandate to provide same-sex couples access to marriage. The decision—which comes after more than two years of litigation, community education and organizing—leaves same-sex couples and their families without the access to the protections that the government gives to all other families through marriage.

“It is unacceptable that the Court has turned its back on New York’s long history of equality and justice,” said Alan Van Capelle, Executive Director of Empire State Pride Agenda. “Today’s decision is far from the end of the battle for New York’s lesbian and gay families. The Court has had its say, and now it is time for our elected officials to stand against discrimination and support marriage equality. Today, the Pride Agenda begins a campaign to press Albany to pass a marriage bill in 2007. For two years, legislators have waited for the Court to rule on this issue. It’s now time for Albany to lead.”

Families across the state also called upon their elected officials for support: “Equal protection under the law has not been granted to my partner and me, together for over thirteen years in a committed, loving relationship,” said Manhattan resident Scott Sinclair, speaking about his long-term relationship with Rob Buchanan. “To treat our relationship different than that of opposite-sex couples is discriminatory and we are shocked at the Court’s ruling. This can not continue and my partner and I, along with many others, will take this matter to our elected representatives.”

“It is now time for my legislators to support my family,” said Albany resident Darcy Rickard. “My family is based on love. And that love needs the protections that come with marriage.”

“It’s appalling that our government doesn’t want to give us the tools necessary to protect our family,” said Rochester residents Jo Meleca and Christine Voigt. “As tax-paying, law-abiding Americans we deserve the full rights of citizenship.

We will not rest until we get them. We will be asking out legislators to do the right thing and end this discrimination.”

“This evening a broad coalition of supporters will gather in cities across New York to send a clear message that marriage equality is the right thing for our state,” said Van Capelle. “Over the past two years, people of faith, organized labor, business leaders and many other allies have spoken out for the need for equality for all New York families. Today we stand with the majority of New Yorkers who want lawmakers to make the right decision and support equal access to marriage.”

The Pride Agenda is organizing statewide rallies to call for swift legislative action in granting equal access to marriage. The rallies will be held in seven locations across the state, including New York City, Long Island, the Hudson Valley, Albany, Buffalo, Rochester and Syracuse; in attendance will be same-sex couples, local elected officials, union leaders and clergy.

**RALLIES ACROSS THE STATE:**

**Albany/Capital District:** Start time: 6:00pm; Location: Capitol Park (Washington Ave. & Swan St., adjacent to the State Capitol Building); Rain Location: Emmanuel Baptist Church, 275 State St.

**Buffalo/Western NY:** Start time: 6:00pm; Location: Bidwell Park (@Elmwood Avenue); Rain Location: Unitarian Universalist Church, 695 Elmwood Avenue (corner of West Ferry & Elmwood)

**Hudson Valley:** Start time: 7:00pm; Location: Memorial United Methodist Church (250 Bryant Avenue, White Plains); Rain Location: same location

**Long Island:** Start time: 7:30pm; Location: Bay Shore Band Shell (Main Street at Park Avenue); Rain Location: 34 Park Avenue, Bay Shore

**New York City:** Start time: 6:00pm; Location: Sheridan Square (West 4th Street and 7th Ave., Manhattan); Rain Location: LGBT Community Center, 208 West 13th Street

**Rochester:** Start time: 6:00pm; Location: Washington Square Park; Rain Location: First Unitarian Church of Rochester, 220 Winton Road South (coming from 490 take Exit #20 Winton Rd./University; coming from 590 take Exit #4 Highland Ave.)

**Syracuse/Central NY:** Start time: 7:00pm; Location: Hanover Square (Downtown Syracuse); Rain Location: Hendrick’s Chapel, Syracuse University

Founded in 1990, the Empire State Pride Agenda is New York’s statewide civil rights organization committed to achieving full equality and justice for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) New Yorkers and our families. The Pride Agenda fights for these objectives by: educating the public, elected officials and policymakers; building coalitions and mobilizing allies; and, organizing and empowering the LGBT community.

###
PRESS KITS

OVERVIEW

By combining a media advisory with basic information on a particular subject, you can create a press kit that media professionals can access and utilize in a variety of ways. Press kits can be customized depending on the event, issue or campaign on which you are working. For example, an organization may want to have a different kit for media they are speaking to about anti-gay harassment in schools than for media they are talking to about marriage equality. While the basic information on the organization will be the same (this should be included in the left side of your folder) there will be specialized information on the issue and your organization’s work, event, etc. (this should be included in the right side of the folder).

EFFECTIVE PRESS KITS INCLUDE:

- A one-page summary of your organization (mission statement, constituency, goals, other important facts)
- A list of upcoming events
- Issues of concern, with any media releases or background information you have available on the subject
- Contact information, especially for your designated spokesperson

EXTRAS TO CONSIDER INCLUDING DEPENDING ON THE SITUATION ARE:

- Relevant photographs with captions (black and white pictures are preferred)
- Statements of support (testimonials) from allied groups
- A list of key staff and/or board of directors, with biographical information
- Any publications or brochures your organization distributes
- Business card of media contact or designated spokesperson
- A copy of an op-ed you have placed
- A copy of an op-ed you have placed

PRESS KIT EXAMPLE

Press Kit: This kit could be handed out at a media event or customized for other uses by adding or removing pieces.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

OVERVIEW

A simple, effective forum to voice your message is the Letters to the Editor section. Letters are guest opinion pieces of about 250 words that allow you to offer a brief rebuttal to or support of an event or article. Every day, newspapers receive numerous submissions, all of which compete for editorial space.

EFFECTIVE LETTERS TO THE EDITOR...

• Comply with publication submission guidelines
• Include all contact information so the publication can verify authorship
• Carry the most important message in the first paragraph
• Do not assume reader knowledge
• Inform readers of something they are not likely to know
• Contain credibility plugs that demonstrate that you are qualified to write on this topic
• Use positive language rather than negative commands

INEFFECTIVE LETTERS TO THE EDITOR...

• Use self-righteous language
• Exaggerate points
• Make readers feel as though they are being preached to
• Are untimely or irrelevant
• Are impersonal or dull

BASIC FORMAT

Here’s an example of a letter to the editor written by a GLAAD staff member in response to an article in OUT magazine called “How to Gab in Gaysian,” a humor piece that relied heavily upon problematic stereotypes of the Asian-Pacific Islander community. In this case, a headline was not attached to the letter, though in many cases headlines do appear — remember that headlines are usually chosen by editors who will often take your suggestions.

OUT Magazine
April 2005
Your Letters

SAY NO TO SENSATIONALISM

Imagine if someone called you a “dog eater.” Or “egg salad.” Or “rice and beans.” These are just some of the expressions referenced in “How to Gab in Gaysian,” and its list of “old school” and “new school” terms said to be used by LGBT Asian-Pacific Islanders to describe themselves. Some of the terms may be new, but the underlying anti-API sentiment is not. These are simply the same old stereotypes, recycled and repackaged.

While they may sometimes be intended as comic relief, words like these marginalize those who are already cast to the margins — and in this case, suggest that API people in our community are somehow more deserving of ridicule and shame. We know that the phrase “Sticks and stones may break my bones, but names will never hurt me” is simply untrue. For generations we’ve been subjected to homophobic and transphobic results, from “invert” to “fairy” to “faggot.” These are words designed to strike at the heart of who we are — to tell us that we’re inferior, less-than.

Imagine if someone called you a “fudgepacker” or “pillow biter.” Of course, many of us don’t have to; we’ve heard these insults before, on the playground, on the field, in social settings. And even if we make a show of laughing them off, we know how absurdity may change based on whom they’re slung at. Their absurdity may result in giggles. And they may elicit nervous laughter so as to not let the person using them know that they hurt. But they do. And whether they are aimed at some of us or at all of us, these are words designed to strike at the heart of who we are — to tell us that we’re inferior, less-than.

[Name]
Asian-Pacific Islander Media Fellow
Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation

HEADLINE – Include a concise, yet effective headline with your letter. The media outlet will probably change the headline to fit its specifications, but your suggested headline is still useful.

FIRST PARAGRAPH – Puts forth your most important message. If your letter is in reference to an article, also state your reaction to the article here.

SECOND PARAGRAPH – Expounds on the article or topic to further frame your message and opinion.

CLOSING PARAGRAPH – Wrap up your opinion and reiterate your key message.

CONTACT INFORMATION – Include author name, title and organization (if applicable), address, phone number and email address so the media outlet can verify authorship.
Imagine if someone called you a “dog eater.” Or “egg salad.” Or “rice and beans.” These are just some of the expressions referenced in “How to Gab in Gaysian” and its list of “old school” and “new school” terms said to be used by LGBT Asian-Pacific Islanders to describe themselves. Some of the terms may be new, but the underlying anti-API sentiment is not. These are simply the same old stereotypes, recycled and repackaged.

While they may sometimes be intended as comic relief, words like these marginalize those who are already cast to the margins — and in this case, suggest that API people in our community are somehow more deserving of ridicule and less deserving of respect. As LGBT people we know that the phrase “Sticks and stones may break my bones, but names will never hurt me” is simply untrue. For generations we’ve been subjected to homophobic and transphobic results, from “invert” to “fairy” to “faggot.” These are words designed to strike at the heart of who we are — to tell us that we’re inferior, less-than.

Imagine if someone called you a “fudgepacker” or “pillow biter.” Of course, many of us don’t have to; we’ve heard these insults before, on the playground, on the field, in social settings. And even if we make a show of laughing them off, we know how angry they can make us feel. The words may change based on whom they’re singling out for shame and exclusion. Their absurdity may result in giggles. And they may elicit nervous laughter so as to not let the person using them know that they hurt. But they do. And whether they are aimed at some of us or at all of us, these words damage the unity that our community so desperately needs.

[Name]
Asian-Pacific Islander Media Fellow
Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation

OP-EDS

OVERVIEW

Op-eds are guest opinion pieces of about 500 to 800 words that summarize an issue, develop an argument and propose a solution. Like letters to the editor, many op-eds are submitted to newspapers every day.

EFFECTIVE OP-EDS...

• Comply with newspaper submission guidelines
• Include all contact information so the newspaper can verify authorship
• Are timely and relevant
• Provide a provocative idea or opinion on a controversial or unexpected topic
• Inform a neglected issue
• Contain a personalized message

INEFFECTIVE OP-EDS...

• Are too long
• Are untimely or irrelevant
• Exaggerate points
• Are impersonal or dull

• Too long
• Untimely or irrelevant
• Exaggerate points
• Are impersonal or dull

OUT Magazine
April 2005
Your Letters

SAY NO TO SENSATIONALISM

Imagine if someone called you a “dog eater.” Or “egg salad.” Or “rice and beans.” These are just some of the expressions referenced in “How to Gab in Gaysian” and its list of “old school” and “new school” terms said to be used by LGBT Asian-Pacific Islanders to describe themselves. Some of the terms may be new, but the underlying anti-API sentiment is not. These are simply the same old stereotypes, recycled and repackaged.

While they may sometimes be intended as comic relief, words like these marginalize those who are already cast to the margins — and in this case, suggest that API people in our community are somehow more deserving of ridicule and less deserving of respect. As LGBT people we know that the phrase “Sticks and stones may break my bones, but names will never hurt me” is simply untrue. For generations we’ve been subjected to homophobic and transphobic results, from “invert” to “fairy” to “faggot.” These are words designed to strike at the heart of who we are — to tell us that we’re inferior, less-than.

Imagine if someone called you a “fudgepacker” or “pillow biter.” Of course, many of us don’t have to; we’ve heard these insults before, on the playground, on the field, in social settings. And even if we make a show of laughing them off, we know how angry they can make us feel. The words may change based on whom they’re singling out for shame and exclusion. Their absurdity may result in giggles. And they may elicit nervous laughter so as to not let the person using them know that they hurt. But they do. And whether they are aimed at some of us or at all of us, these words damage the unity that our community so desperately needs.

[Name]
Asian-Pacific Islander Media Fellow
Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation

OP-EDS

OVERVIEW

Op-eds are guest opinion pieces of about 500 to 800 words that summarize an issue, develop an argument and propose a solution. Like letters to the editor, many op-eds are submitted to newspapers every day.

EFFECTIVE OP-EDS...

• Comply with newspaper submission guidelines
• Include all contact information so the newspaper can verify authorship
• Are timely and relevant
• Provide a provocative idea or opinion on a controversial or unexpected topic
• Inform a neglected issue
• Contain a personalized message

INEFFECTIVE OP-EDS...

• Are too long
• Are untimely or irrelevant
• Exaggerate points
• Are impersonal or dull
Here’s an example of an op-ed written by a community leader about an upcoming anti-marriage equality amendment in Alabama. While the amendment passed by a landslide, the op-ed sought to reach community members who might be able to think about issues of LGBT equality differently through the use of the author’s personal story.

---

By Howard Bayless
June 4, 2006
The Anniston Star
Special to The Star

HOPE NOT LOST FOR GAY ALABAMIANS:
STRUGGLE FOR EQUALITY WILL CONTINUE AFTER TUESDAY

I consider myself lucky to live in Alabama. I feel deeply blessed and am truly grateful for all that I have received in my life, having lived in this state over 30 years. I have a great career, a nice home and a great neighborhood in which to live. Most of all, I have people who love me.

There are often days when my friends and neighbors and I gather in our homes, and we share a meal, laugh and trade details about our lives. We talk about how much the price of gas has gone up, about recent vacations we’ve taken, about relatives coming to visit — all the things that make up our lives. I treasure my time with them.

I have two bright, gregarious twin nieces, Alexandria and Emily. I fear that McDonald’s at which we celebrated their third birthday will never be able to clean the cake frosting off of its ceiling. I am godfather to Alexandria, and I cherish them both.

I have been in a wonderful relationship for over a year now. When I first met Dale, I knew that our lives would be forever connected. He has such a lively smile and a gleam in his eye. After years of what he calls “corporate servitude,” he is following his dream of being a history teacher.

How courageous is that, to leave a high-paying career to teach kids all about the past? He is one of my heroes and one of the most altruistic people I have ever met. I love him very much.

This is just a small glimpse of my life and how it is filled with love. Unfortunately, amid a life full of love, my life and the love I feel is being attacked simply because I am gay. In two days’ time, Alabamians will vote on a constitutional amendment intended to restrict marriage and the basic protections it provides; essentially, it says that my love for Dale should not be safeguarded by my state.

As I have traveled all through Alabama and met other gay families, I see their lives also are filled with love. I marvel at other gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender Alabamians living their lives freely and openly in their small social circles and at their jobs. I meet their wonderful partners. I hear about their extended families that bring them such joy. I realize that love is felt all over in the gay community, but that it is not respected by everyone in Alabama.

We have a long way to go to show all Alabamians how simple and normal our lives are; to explain that laws to ban marriage are not about preserving relationships, but about tearing them apart; to prove that pitting neighbors against neighbors is neither good for our government nor good for our communities; to ensure that if I arrive at the hospital in 40 years to visit Dale when he is seriously ill, an unknowing nurse does not stop me from entering his room and say, “Sorry, sir, the government says you are not a family.”

But on the eve of a vote to further block protections for some Alabamians, I am tremendously hopeful. I am hopeful knowing that thousands of people from Anniston to Atmore, from Decatur to Dothan — communities where some folks think not a single gay person exists in town — will vote against this misleading and mendacious amendment.

I am hopeful because every time the media misrepresent our community, there is an increasing number of stories that portray the gay community and its lives with the same humanity as journalists would depict anyone else’s. I am hopeful because for every hateful, misguided, naïve word uttered about gay people by anti-gay extremists, there are more and more fair-minded
Alabamians coming to understand the desire of the gay community to love and to live that love in freedom.

And I mean not just a freedom that comes with silent tolerance or begrudging acceptance, but a freedom intended for all families, gay and straight alike, that gives them the rights and protections to live their lives and be equal. I look forward to the day when all Alabamians are treated fairly by our government, by our Constitution and, most important, by each other. It is for that day that — amid this current struggle — I remain filled with hope.

Howard Bayless is the board chair of Equality Alabama, a nonprofit that advances full equality for gay Alabamians through education and action. You can contact him by e-mail at email@equalityalabama.org.

VIII. MEDIA TOOLKIT II: TIP SHEETS FOR PRINT, TELEVISION AND RADIO INTERVIEWS

When you’re preparing for any kind of interview, use these tip sheets to brush up on the most important things to remember. No matter how much experience you have, it never hurts to remember the strategies that help you to connect with your audience and change hearts and minds about LGBT equality.

SPECIFIC TIPS FOR PRINT INTERVIEWS

- Send background materials to your interviewer
- Use notes to help you stay focused
- Speak slowly and clearly, and be aware of your vocal inflections
- Respect the interviewer’s deadlines
- Don’t ask to preview the piece
- Offer yourself as a resource on similar issues
- Follow up after the article is printed

SPECIFIC TIPS FOR TELEVISION INTERVIEWS

LIVE INTERVIEWS:

- Should be approached with care, since they are not for the faint of heart
- Talking points should be diligently prepared in advance – remember that quotes cannot be edited out or, conversely, taken out of context
- May required preparation for call-in questions from viewers
- Remember that everything you say is ON THE RECORD

TAPED INTERVIEWS:

- No one is watching yet, so you may pause, organize your thoughts and steer back to your major points
- The audience usually will only hear your answers — not the interviewer’s questions

ON-THE-SCENE INTERVIEWS:

- If you’re hosting an event (like a rally, protest or speech), you should expect media to show up — in fact, you’ll probably want to invite them
- Assign media roles to two or three key people. One person should be the spokesperson, another should be handling media requests and the third should be
TELEVISION APPEARANCES:

• It’s not just what you say, but also how you look and act

• Dress conservatively. Your clothes shouldn’t distract the audience from your message. Wear solid, tailored clothing with few accessories. Avoid flashy prints or patterns, white shirts without a jacket, all black clothing and shiny fabrics. If you are wearing a tie, try and select one that has few bold patterns and does not distract from your face. Avoid wearing red ties.

• Don’t wear excessive makeup. TV studios generally have makeup artists who will assist you, but if not, use powder to remove glare or shine from your face.

• When on TV, don’t look at the camera, look at the reporter and smile whenever possible

• The camera sees everything, so don’t fidget, put your hands on your face or play with buttons, tie, pins or earrings. Keep your hands on your lap.

SPECIFIC TIPS FOR RADIO INTERVIEWS

• Radio interviews can also be live or taped

• No one can see you, so use notes to stay focused on your message

• Sound bites are key

TALKING POINTS CHECKLIST

• Are they succinct? Talking points should be no longer than a sentence or two, and when spoken should only be five to 15 seconds long.

• Are they punchy? Talking points should be engaging — a quote that feels dry or mechanical will not usually result in a media hit. Be clear, use vivid, values rich language and connect your mission to personal stories and professional expertise.

• Do they use jargon? Avoid technical terms and acronyms. While certain expressions may be a part of your everyday conversations, they may confuse or turn off your audience. Be as clear and understandable as possible.

• Do they simplify an issue? While the issues faced by the LGBT community are complex, the purpose of a talking point is to change opinions and attitudes, and to most effectively do so you must clarify and simplify complex issues. Boil down a legal or legislative issue to core values.

• Do they use relatable terms? Everyone can relate to values of equality, fairness, family and community. Make your message more effective by using language that speaks to everyone’s core values. By doing so, you can change hearts and minds and connect with people who might not be fully sympathetic to LGBT issues.
APPENDIX A: RESOURCE DIRECTORY

MEDIA MONITORING

GOOGLE NEWS
http://news.google.com
Search engine that can locate news coverage of your organization or find a specific news story with targeted searches. Results are provided from national, regional and local news outlets as well as LGBT press, news wires and international outlets. After a press release is submitted, you can track how many outlets have picked it up by conducting a Google News search with unique terms from your press release.

LEXISNEXIS
http://www.nexis.com
An extensive database for searching news sources by specific term, date and publication. If you are looking for a transcript, you can either search the actual news source (e.g. CNN) or you can select “transcripts” which will search all available news sources. LexisNexis is a paid service, but it is available in many public libraries and all university libraries.

NEW AMERICA MEDIA
http://news.newamericamedia.org
The country’s first and largest national collaboration of ethnic news organizations. Targeted searches can be modified by ethnic group to produce more specific news results.

PLANETOUT
http://www.planetout.com
PlanetOut is a leading LGBT online community. The website features news, information, entertainment features, chat rooms, message boards, personals, shopping and travel. The website also includes pages targeted to families, seniors and teens, among others, as well as sections that focus on religion and spirituality, leather communities, HIV/AIDS and coming out.

TECHNORATI
http://www.technorati.com
The most comprehensive search engine for the blogosphere, currently monitoring more than 50 million blogs. A good tool to monitor which blogs are covering your organization’s news.

YAHOO TV LISTINGS
http://tv.yahoo.com
Yahoo will customize television listings to fit your time zone and cable or satellite listings.

365GAY
http://www.365gay.com
LGBT-based news wire owned by LogoOnline.com. Covers a wide variety of LGBT news from around the world. This news wire sometimes feeds mainstream news outlets.

BACON’S MEDIASOURCE
http://www.bacons.com
A database that provides access to information on reporters, editors, columnists, syndicated writers, freelancers, analysts and research firms which can help you to quickly build an accurate media list for pitching stories or sending out press releases and media advisories. Bacon’s requires a subscription, and the cost depends on your organization’s needs. You may request a trial or demonstration from the website. Note that some users feel that Bacon’s interface has functional limitations, especially since Internet Explorer is the only browser that supports Bacon’s.

BURRELLESLUCE
http://www.burrellesluce.com
Media contact organization that targets, monitors, manages and analyzes media information. Targeting and monitoring services are useful, as they help target stories to the right reporters and outlets. They also offer an extremely comprehensive press clippings service that includes print, broadcast and online news sources delivered to you electronically.

NEWSDIRECTORY.COM
http://www.newsdirectory.com
Search local news outlets on the Internet by entering your area code. Searches through a database of more than 12,000 newspapers, magazines and local television stations.

VOCUS
http://www.vocus.com
A comprehensive yet easy to use media contact database. Vocus features a functional interface, pitching profiles for both media professionals and outlets, contact lists and list management functions, customizable email campaigns with analytics, detailed editorial calendars allowing for more proactive pitching, and a news clipping service that can utilize LexisNexis and Google news searches. Vocus is an ideal tool for organizations.

NEWS MEDIA YELLOW BOOK
http://www.leadershipdirectories.com
The News Media Yellow Book serves as a personnel directory of national news media organizations. Fully updated quarterly editions give you complete contact information for journalists, including assignments, direct-dial telephone numbers and email. Annual subscriptions are available.

NEWS VOYAGER
http://www.newspaperlinks.com/voyager.cfm
A service of the Newspaper Association of America, Voyager is a gateway to your local newspaper. It will help you find domestic daily, weekly, college and alternative news papers, as well as international newspapers and media organizations.

RADIO STATION WORLD
An informational directory of all radio stations in the country, organized by media market.

VOCUS
http://www.vocus.com
A comprehensive yet easy to use media contact database. Vocus features a functional interface, pitching profiles for both media professionals and outlets, contact lists and list management functions, customizable email campaigns with analytics, detailed editorial calendars allowing for more proactive pitching, and a news clipping service that can utilize LexisNexis and Google news searches. Vocus is an ideal tool for organizations.
with complex needs for managing contacts and tracking media communications internally and in comparison to other organizations.

RESEARCH & RATINGS

ARBITRON RADIO RATINGS
http://www.arbitron.com/radio_stations/home.htm
An international media and marketing research firm serving radio broadcasters, radio networks, cable companies, advertisers, advertising agencies, outdoor advertising companies and the online radio industry.

COLUMBIA JOURNALISM REVIEW (CJR)
http://www.cjr.org/tools/owners/
Outlines which corporations own which news outlets in the “Who Owns What” section. This will help guide your media targeting and monitoring by seeing which outlets are related to each other.

GOOGLE ANALYTICS
http://analytics.google.com
Use Google Analytics to analyze traffic on your website by learning which online marketing initiatives are cost effective and how visitors actually interact with your site. Make informed site design improvements and drive targeted traffic.

NIELSEN MEDIA RESEARCH – DESIGNATED MEDIA MARKETS
http://www.nielsenmedia.com/DMAs.html
Nielsen can show you how many television homes are in your media market, which will help you know how many people you are reaching with your coverage.

THE PEW RESEARCH CENTER
http://people-press.org/
Pew is an independent opinion research group that studies attitudes toward the press, politics and public policy issues. They are best known for regular national surveys that measure public attentiveness to major news stories and for polling that charts trends in values and fundamental political and social attitudes.

MEDIA RESOURCES

GLAAD MEDIA REFERENCE GUIDE
http://www.glaad.org/media/guide/index.php
A comprehensive guide for media that outlines acceptable, offensive, problematic and defamatory LGBT terminology. It also provides several “In Focus” sections that outline ways of covering specific LGBT issues and a complete community directory that lists contacts for LGBT advocacy organizations.

THE SPIN PROJECT
http://www.spinproject.org
The SPIN Project strengthens nonprofit social justice organizations, small and large, to communicate effectively for themselves. They are loaded with valuable publications and resources that will enlighten your communications efforts.

SOCIAL NETWORKING

CONNEXION
http://www.connexion.org
An online social network specifically for the LGBT community.

FACEBOOK
http://www.facebook.com
A social networking site originally designed exclusively for college students and young alumni. While the site is now open to everyone, it is still most popular with young people.

FRIENDSTER
http://www.friendster.com
Despite the recent popularity of MySpace, Friendster still has a very loyal demographic of social networkers. This site can be a great vehicle for spreading your news and generating grassroots interest in your organization.

MYSPACE
http://www.myspace.com
The social networking craze is still alive and well, and MySpace could be a great way to spread your organization’s messages and news. Creating an organizational MySpace page can also aide in volunteer recruitment and creating a recognizable brand for your organization.

IMAGES

CREATIVE COMMONS
http://www.creativecommons.org
A comprehensive directory that supplies reusable audio-visual media.

GETTY IMAGES
http://www.gettyimages.com/
Supplies top-notch stock photography to strengthen your press packets and marketing materials. An easy-to-use service to find the images you need at a reasonable cost.

WIREIMAGE
http://www.wireimage.com/
Digital photo agency and wire service that can be utilized for your photography needs. WireImage also licenses its photos at a reasonable cost.
**APPENDIX B: LGBT PRESS**

LGBT media outlets are a fantastic way to spread your messages. Here is a sampling of some of the LGBT publications across the United States:

### NATIONAL
- **THE ADVOCATE**
  - Monthly
  - www.advocate.com

- **CLIK MAGAZINE**
  - Published monthly
  - www.clikmagazine.com

- **CURVE MAGAZINE**
  - Published eight times annually
  - www.curvemag.com

- **GENRE MAGAZINE**
  - Monthly
  - www.genremagazine.com

- **INSTINCT MAGAZINE**
  - Monthly
  - www.instinctmag.com

- **OUT MAGAZINE**
  - Monthly
  - www.out.com

- **TRANSGENDER TAPESTRY**
  - Quarterly
  - www.ifge.org

### CALIFORNIA
- **Los Angeles**
  - **FRONTIERS**
    - Biweekly
    - www.frontierspublishing.com

- **IN LOS ANGELES**
  - Biweekly
  - www.inlamag.com

### COLORADO
- **Denver**
  - **OUT FRONT COLORADO**
    - Biweekly
    - www.outfrontcolorado.com

### FLORIDA
- **Central/Western Florida**
  - **GAZETTE TAMPA BAY**
    - Monthly
    - www.gazettetampabay.com

- **Ft. Lauderdale**
  - **411 MAGAZINE**
    - Weekly
    - www.the411mag.com/

### GEORGIA
- **Atlanta**
  - **DAVID ATLANTA**
    - Weekly
    - www.davidatlanta.com

- **LABRYS ATLANTA**
  - Monthly
  - www.labrysatl.com

- **SOUTHERN VOICE**
  - Weekly
  - www.southernvoice.com

### ILLINOIS
- **Chicago**
  - **CHICAGO FREE PRESS**
    - Weekly
    - www.chicagofreepress.com

- **WINDY CITY TIMES**
  - Weekly
  - www.windycitymediagroup.com

### MARYLAND
- **Baltimore**
  - **GAY LIFE**
    - Biweekly
    - www.baltimoregaylife.com

### MASSACHUSETTS
- **Boston**
  - **BAY WINDOWS**
    - Weekly
    - www.baywindows.com

- **IN NEWS WEEKLY**
  - Weekly
  - www.innewsweekly.com

### MICHIGAN
- **Detroit**
  - **MICHIGAN PRIDE SOURCE**
    - Weekly
    - www.pridesource.com

### MINNESOTA
- **Minneapolis**
  - **LAVENDER**
    - Biweekly
    - www.lavendermagazine.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>LESMAN NEWS</strong></th>
<th><strong>EXPRESS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.lesbianews.com">www.lesbianews.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.expressgaynews.com">www.expressgaynews.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Sacramento</strong></th>
<th><strong>SHE MAGAZINE</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OUT IN SACRAMENTO</strong></td>
<td>Monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biweekly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.outinsacramento.com">www.outinsacramento.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>San Diego</strong></th>
<th><strong>Orlando</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GAY AND LESBIAN TIMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>WATERMARK</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Biweekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.gaylesbiantimes.com">www.gaylesbiantimes.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.watermarkonline.com">www.watermarkonline.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>San Francisco</strong></th>
<th><strong>GEORGIA</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BAY AREA REPORTER</strong></td>
<td><strong>Atlanta</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td><strong>DAVID ATLANTA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.ebar.com">www.ebar.com</a></td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.sfbaytimes.com">www.sfbaytimes.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.davidatlanta.com">www.davidatlanta.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>COLORADO</strong></th>
<th><strong>ILLINOIS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DENVER</strong></td>
<td><strong>Chicago</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OUT FRONT COLORADO</strong></td>
<td><strong>CHICAGO FREE PRESS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biweekly</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.outfrontcolorado.com">www.outfrontcolorado.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.chicagofreepress.com">www.chicagofreepress.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | **MINNESOTA** |
| | **Springfield** |
| **PRAVIR FLAME** | Monthly |
| www.prairieflame.biz | **PRAIRIE FLAME** |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MARYLAND</strong></th>
<th><strong>Baltimore</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GAY LIFE</strong></td>
<td><strong>WINDY CITY TIMES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biweekly</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.baltimoregaylife.com">www.baltimoregaylife.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.windycitymediagroup.com">www.windycitymediagroup.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | **Baltimore Outloud** |
| | **Baltimore Outloud** |
| Biweekly | **Baltimore Outloud** |
| www.baltimoreoutloud.com | **Baltimore Outloud** |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MASSACHUSETTS</strong></th>
<th><strong>Boston</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BAY WINDOWS</strong></td>
<td><strong>BAY WINDOWS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.baywindows.com">www.baywindows.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.baywindows.com">www.baywindows.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | **IN News Weekly** |
| | **IN News Weekly** |
| Weekly | **IN News Weekly** |
| www.innewsweekly.com | www.innewsweekly.com |

| | **MICHIGAN** |
| | **Detroit** |
| **MICHIGAN PRIDE SOURCE** | **MICHIGAN PRIDE SOURCE** |
| Weekly | Weekly |
| www.pridesource.com | www.pridesource.com |

<p>| | <strong>MINNESOTA</strong> |
| | <strong>Minneapolis</strong> |
| <strong>LAVENDER</strong> | <strong>LAVENDER</strong> |
| Biweekly | Biweekly |
| <a href="http://www.lavendermagazine.com">www.lavendermagazine.com</a> | <a href="http://www.lavendermagazine.com">www.lavendermagazine.com</a> |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Publication Name</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>THE VITAL VOICE</td>
<td>Biweekly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.thecityvoice.com">www.thecityvoice.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Las Vegas</td>
<td>OUT LAS VEGAS</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.outlasvegas.com">www.outlasvegas.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td></td>
<td>OUT IN JERSEY</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.outinjersey.net">www.outinjersey.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>GAY CITY NEWS</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.gaycitynews.com">www.gaycitynews.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GO NYC</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.gonycmagazine.com">www.gonycmagazine.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HX</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>www hx com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NEW YORK BLADE</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.nyblade.com">www.nyblade.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NEXT</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.nextmagazine.net">www.nextmagazine.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td></td>
<td>VELVET PARK</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.velvetparkmagazine.com">www.velvetparkmagazine.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>Charlotte</td>
<td>Q NOTES</td>
<td>Biweekly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.q-notes.com">www.q-notes.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>GAY PEOPLE'S CHRONICLE</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.gaypeoplechronicle.com">www.gaypeoplechronicle.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>PHILADELPHIA GAY NEWS</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.epgn.com">www.epgn.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Nashville</td>
<td>OUT &amp; ABOUT</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.outandaboutnewspaper.com">www.outandaboutnewspaper.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>DALLAS VOICE</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.dallasvoice.com">www.dallasvoice.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>SEATTLE GAY NEWS</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sgn.org">www.sgn.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td>METRO WEEKLY</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.metroweekly.com">www.metroweekly.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>THE WASHINGTON BLADE</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td><a href="http://www.washingtonblade.com">www.washingtonblade.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following is a sampling of some prominent blogs that will give you a sense of the variety of voices and opinions that make up the LGBT blogosphere. Some are political, news-driven blogs that often cover our issues, some cover LGBT issues almost exclusively and some feature a mix of LGBT and non-LGBT voices. This list is by no means comprehensive, but should give you a sense of what’s out there:

- **AMERICA BLOG**  
  http://americablog.blogspot.com

- **ANDREW SULLIVAN: THE DAILY DISH**  
  http://www.andrewsullivan.com

- **BLABBEANDO**  
  http://blabbeando.blogspot.com

- **BOI FROM TROY**  
  http://boifromtroy.com

- **EX GAY WATCH**  
  http://exgaywatch.com

- **GAY RIGHTS WATCH**  
  http://www.gayrightswatch.com

- **GLBT AT PANDAGON**  
  http://pandagon.net/category/glbt

- **GOOD AS YOU**  
  http://www.goodasyou.org

- **HUFFINGTON POST**  
  http://www.huffingtonpost.com

- **INDEPENDENT GAY FORUM**  
  http://www.indegayforum.org/blog

- **KEITH BOYKIN**  
  http://www.keithboykin.com

- **PAM’S HOUSE BLEND**  
  http://www.pamhouseblend.com

- **QUEER CONSERVATIVE**  
  http://queer-conservative.blogspot.com

- **QUEERTY**  
  http://www.queerty.com

- **ROD 2.0: BETA**  
  http://rodonline.typepad.com

- **TOWLERoad**  
  http://www.towleroad.com

- **VOLOKH CONSPIRACY**  
  http://volokh.com